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Abstract
Optimization of Humanoid’s Motions under Multiple Constraints in
Vehicle-Handling Task
Kiwon Sohn
Advisor: Paul Y. Oh, Ph.D.
In this dissertation, an approach on whole body motion optimization is pre-
sented for humanoid vehicle-handling task. To achieve this goal, the author built
a reinforcement-learning-agent based trajectory-optimization framework. The frame-
work planned and optimized a guideline input trajectory with respect to various
kinematic and dynamic constraints. A path planner module designed an initial sub-
optimal motion. Reinforcement learning was then implemented to optimize the tra-
jectories with respect to time-varying constraints at the body and joint level. The
cost functions in the body level calculated a robot’s static balancing ability, collisions
and validity of the end-effector movement. Quasi-static balancing and collisions were
computed from kinematic models of the robot and the vehicle. Various costs such as
joint angle and velocity limits were computed in the joint level. Energy consumption
such as torque limit obedience was also checked at the joint level. Such physical
limits of each joint ensured both spatial and temporal smoothness of the generated
trajectories. Keeping overall structure of the framework, cost functions and learning
algorithm were selected adaptively based on the requirements of given tasks. After the
optimization process, experimental tests of the presented approach are demonstrated
through simulations using a virtual robot model. Verification-and-validation process
then confirmed the efficacy of the optimized trajectory approach using the robot’s
real physical platform. For both test and verification process, different types of robot
and vehicle were used to prove potentials for extension of the trajectory-optimization
framework.
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1. Motivation
Over the years, many efforts like the DARPA Grand and Urban Challenges [1]
or the Google Car [2] have focused on the development of driverless cars. Making
commercial, real-world applications is the next step. Google’s robot chief, Andy Ru-
bin has said that robots will have replaced Google’s factory workers and its delivery
drivers within the decade [3]. As such, self-driving robots which can perform sim-
ple tasks and deliver products are receiving much attention from industry now [4].
Enabling robots to drive a vehicle however differs from the development of driver-
less cars. Previous efforts like the Google Car focused on engineering the vehicle.
By contrast, there is merit and broader impacts if humanoids can drive off-the-shelf
unmodified vehicles.
One big picture is for humanoids to drive human vehicles and also perform various
tasks in human-centered environments. Self-driving humanoids can work and assist
human workers in a warehouse. They can load containers to a vehicle and transport
them to other storage or distribution centers (DC). They also can deliver the goods
directly to clients who made orders. Such humanoids also can perform emergency
operations in disasters. Rapid mitigation within the first hours of the disaster is
important [5]. However, some places are too lethal for human workers to get into [6].
In 2012, the DARPA Program Director Gill Pratt specifically mentioned that Japan’s
Fukushima Daiichi accident is an example of a disaster that would have benefited from
more capable robots [7]. If disaster-response robots could go into nuclear-reactor
buildings and vented the filled-up gas, then explosions would have been prevented.
Today’s humanoids however rarely have robust locomotion and the skills to overcome
various-shaped obstacles in disaster sites. Furthermore, such humanoids often don’t
have enough battery capacity to move such long distances without tethering. As
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such, driving a vehicle is an important task for humanoids to perform various tasks
in industry and disaster areas.
Endowing humanoids with the ability to operate vehicles has commercial merit
compared to the development of self-driving vehicles. Today’s self-driving vehicles
require the addition of many sensors and actuators which entails cost. Furthermore,
making a car unmanned demands physically altering the driving and braking mech-
anisms. This also raises cost and engineering effort. By contrast, there is no need to
modify existing vehicles if humanoids can drive them. Although many full-sized hu-
manoids often cost more than vehicles, their prices will decrease as their widespread
use increases i.e. economies-of-scale.
Humanoid vehicle driving also has broad impacts. Humanoids can be programmed
to drive a wide variety of utility vehicles like tractors, jeeps, trucks and forklifts.
Humanoids can assist human workers in various fields such as agriculture, forestry
and fishery. They also can be re-programmed to operate other platforms like boats,
space vessels and possibly aircraft. It has an effect on various tasks in environments
that are dangerous for human workers. Humanoids can assist or even replace human
beings in many dangerous areas such as defense, space and marine.
Furthermore, driving some vehicles, like cargo trucks, or fire engines, demands
special training which take time and cost to acquire. By contrast, as general-purpose
reprogrammable machines, humanoids can possibly be more quickly trained to operate
specialized vehicles. Consequently, enabling humanoids to operate various vehicles,
could have economic merit as well.
Currently, humanoids rarely have the enough range-of-motion, joint-torque, motion-
planning-skills and balance-control to get inside a vehicle by themselves (ingress).
They also seldom have the perception and cognition to drive a vehicle autonomously.
Therefore, programming a humanoid for vehicle-handling (ingress, drive, and egress)
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has intellectual merit. Vehicle-handling requires coordinating the humanoid’s high
degrees-of-freedom (DoF). This task also requires optimizing planned trajectories
with various constraints. Furthermore, skills in ingress can be applied to other forms
of mounted mobility such as rough-terrain walking and ladder-climbing. Those mobil-
ities also demand minimizing loads on the humanoid’s knees and angles, maintaining
balance and dexterous manipulation.
The DARPA Robotics Challenge, announced in 2012 [8], further underscores these
merits and impacts. It is a mock-up of a disaster scenario prompted by the Fukushima
nuclear meltdown [9]. Vehicle-handling is one of the required tasks. It is too dangerous
for people to drive vehicles around toxic, contaminated or radioactive sites. A self-
driving robot can quickly reach the scene to perform emergency operations at the
site, like connect fire hoses, turn valves and shut down power switches. They can also
implement rescue operations, deliver logistics or even extract casualties.
Figure 1.1: Hubo+ is Ingressing a Golf Cart (Club Car DS IQ) [10]
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This dissertation describes a humanoid’s whole body motion plans to ingress and
egress ground vehicles (Figure 1.1). Ingress is the first step towards the larger goal of
humanoid vehicle-handling. There are two phases of ingress, which can be thought
of states. The robot should progress through each phase towards task completion.
First phase is Step: step up on a vehicle floor, lower completely onto seats and move
to the optimal driving position. Second phase is Interface: put one foot on a brake
pedal and grasp a steering wheel with one or two hands. In case of egress, phase Step
can be replaced with Step down: go from sitting to upright position and get feet from
vehicle floor down to ground. Vehicle-mounting1 is difficult and an open research
area demanding: 1) whole body balancing; 2) external and self collisions avoidance;
3) handling physical limits of the robot; 4) minimizing energy consumptions.
Observations of the physically impaired or the elderly perhaps underscore these
difficulties; those with limited range-of-motion and power must carefully climb cars
by constraining limb positions. Similarly robots with limbs of limited angle, force
and torque, may also have to grab the car’s roof or frame to mount.
The DRC Trials, held in 2013 [11] also emphasized the difficulty of humanoid
vehicle-handling (mounting and driving). In the challenge, only a few robots could
drive a given vehicle (Polaris Ranger XP) to the goal spot. Most participating robots
even could not start the vehicle [12]. Furthermore, a team who finished the driving
task within the first 6 minutes did not try vehicle-mounting (egress) task [13]. Team
IHMC (the Florida Institute of Human and Machine Cognition) who won the first
place in Virtual Robotics Challenge (VRC) also mentioned that vehicle-mounting was
the most difficult part [14]. They described that vehicle-mounting requires a complex
sequence of motions under the physical and mobility limits of the robot. They pointed
1The dissertation uses the term ”mounting” to refer to either ingress or egress. These two tasks
are the same if the motion plans are treated quasi-statically. They differ if accelerations need to be
considered.
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out that it is also important and difficult to keep every part of the robot from colliding
with the vehicle in the tight space.
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2. State of the Art
There is prior work involving humanoids and cars. [15] applied a series of low-
dimensional sub-solutions to build a motion plan through the entire execution time.
This work simulated a human body model fixing a part inside a vehicle. The model
ducked its head into a car cockpit. It is not clear if that work can be generalized to
humanoid vehicle-handling; full-scale humanoids, such as the Hubo [16], often have
much smaller ranges-of-motion and joint torques than human models.
Direct control by tele-operation also can be a quick and simple solution for hu-
manoid vehicle-handling. In [17], a tele-operated humanoid, HRP-1, drove a forklift.
The HRP-1 first climbed stairs and then walked into the vehicle and stood at the
dashboard. Many vehicles however do not have such stairs and the driver must sit on
seats of the vehicle. Additionally vehicles often have features such as bucket seats,
stick shifts, and a steering wheel. The humanoid needs to maneuver around such
features during ingress which that paper does not describe. [18] followed up this work
by letting an HRP-1S operate a backhoe cockpit. The arms and legs of the HRP-1S
were tele-operated. The paper however did not address ingress.
Furthermore, wireless signals are inconsistent in outdoors and can drop out en-
tirely. Such signals can interrupt communications between a robot and an operator.
Wired-tethering can eliminate these issues somewhat but long cables can impede the
robot’s mobility. As such, humanoids should be at least semi-autonomous to safely
deal with communication drop-outs. Vehicle-handling, especially the driving must be
done safely even if communication is entirely compromised.
To be autonomous, humanoids should be able to implement increasingly com-
plex tasks. This requires kinematic path-planning which should be applied on its
high degree-of-freedom (DoF) structure. To address the path-planning problem, a
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potential field [19] technique is often employed. The approach regards the robot’s
configuration as one point in a potential space. In the space, an attractive field
which is moving towards the goal and a repulsive field which is pushing away from
obstacles are generated respectively. By combining these fields, a collision-free and
goal-oriented path trajectory is generated. The method does not require much com-
putation. However, it often fails due to a local minimum of the field. Furthermore, its
applications are mostly limited to mobile robots. As such, the potential field based
approaches can-not generate a proper path for humanoids.
Humanoids are high-DoF robots that involve high-dimensional search spaces.
To apply kinematic path-planning on such high-dimensional spaces, probabilistic-
sampling based approaches [20] like Rapidly exploring Random Trees (RRT) [21] and
its variants IKBiRRT [22] and CBiRRT [23] are often used. These algorithms are also
well-suited for a humanoid because end-effectors can serve as the end-goal. Potential
field methods regarded the entire robot as just one point in the map. However, RRT
algorithms can specify goals for the end-effector, not only the entire body [24]. The
concept of Task Space Region Chains(TSRs) introduced coupled with CBiRRT2 can
even handle kinematic models in a dynamic environments [23]. These search-based
methods guarantee collision-free and quasi-static balance in generated paths. How-
ever, these algorithms do not handle dynamic factors such as joint torques or energy
efficiencies. Furthermore, these algorithms do not consider natural appearance of the
planned motions. It is also difficult to check the robot’s static-balancing when foot-
switching happens. The net result is that probabilistic-sampling approaches might
be available for the Interface phase of the vehicle-mounting. However, it is not well-
suited for the Step phase.
Another more direct approach for humanoid motion planning in complex spaces is
to employ captured human motion data. From the past, such approaches have been
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used for various fields like animation[25]. They also have been applied to generate
humanoid whole body motions [26],[27]. Extracting motion primitives from captured
data allows creation of novel motions beyond simply mimicry of people [28],[29]. How-
ever, kinematic differences between human and humanoids present significant limita-
tions using motion-capture-based approaches. This problem was addressed partially
by scaling and limiting motions to overcome such limitations [30]. Considering kine-
matic and dynamic constraints like joint angles and accelerations, the motion which
meets the physical limits of humanoids could be regenerated [30].
Vehicles are often designed for physics of human body. Natural entering and ex-
iting motions of human driver can provide proper guideline paths for humanoids.
Therefore, motion-capture-based approach can provide many heuristics or motion
primitives. They are useful in Step phase of vehicle-mounting. Motion-capture can
produce very natural-looking motions. However, the captured human motions are not
optimized for energy efficiency. People have stronger core sets of muscles. Optimal
(or near-optimal) motions may favor the use of different sets of joints. The net effect
is that optimal motions for a human and a humanoid is not necessarily same. Fur-
thermore, motion-capture-based approaches can-not consider many important factors
such as collision-free or quasi-static-balance.
For motion-analysis of human’s vehicle-handling, there also have been preceding
researches in car-manufacturing industry. A replica of the vehicle is made first and
validation of the automobile-accessibility movement is then tested. [31] presented a
numerical tool which can generate a trajectory for vehicle-mounting in a simulator.
They tried to quantify the discomfort of the movement. They built a simplified vehicle
and recorded motions of subject-people who ingress and egress with motion-capture-
system (mocap). Using markers which were attached to subjects, they measured a
center of mass (CoM) trajectory, spatial orientation of upper body and joint angles. A
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car accessibility movement was then reconstructed from the collected data. As such,
joint angle trajectories were generated for the humanoid model which they built.
From the reconstructed trajectories, positions of its end-effectors were calculated and
compared with mocap measurements. To minimize the displacement between the
predicted and the actual positions, an Euclidian-norm-based optimization method
was used. The numerical simulator was then tuned to generate a trajectory which
fits experimental data.
In proceeding studies, they also built an accurate humanoid model with another
DoF in its waist joint. They produced a joint trajectory which is closer to experi-
mental data [32]. They also calculated three-bases-joint-contribution vector of recon-
structed motions from different subject groups [33]. The contribution vector quan-
tified the characteristics of each movement and classified the movements into each
subject groups. Last, it generated corresponding trajectories for different types of
people.
However, there are many limitations for applying their methodology to robotics
platforms. Main objective of their research was to build a simulator which generates a
kinematic joint angle trajectory similar to experimental data. The resulted trajectory
can-not consider dynamics of the humanoid model. Internal and external collisions
were also not considered in the optimization process. Furthermore, the simulator
can generate only trajectories which are similar to pre-recorded motions. It can-not
generate adaptive motions when stick shifts or pedals move from the initial position.
Step phase of vehicle-mounting is whole body motion which requires balancing
and foot-switching. Therefore, researches on biped walking pattern generation can
be good references for humanoid vehicle-mounting. [34] demonstrated a humanoid
walking planning with a preview optimal control of the zero moment point (ZMP).
First, they made a dynamics equation for an inverted pendulum which is called the
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three dimensional linear-inverted-pendulum-mode (3D-LIPM). Using the ZMP equa-
tion from LIPM, they made a dynamical system and generated a hip trajectory using
a LQ-preview-based control. By tuning the preview controller, the generated hip tra-
jectory fit precisely the reference ZMP. A joint angle trajectory was then generated
with a planned foot trajectory via inverse kinematics (IK). In a dynamic simulation
which is called OpenHRP, HRP-2P model successfully climbed spiral stairs with the
generated walking pattern.
[35] also demonstrated a similar humanoid walking pattern generation for a stair
climbing task. They first generated a sinusoidal CoM trajectory for a humanoid
model. A movement of ZMP was then predicted using the CoM trajectory. By sup-
pressing displacement of ZMP under a pre-decided limit, the coefficients of sinusoidal
functions were calculated for a new CoM trajectory. A joint angle trajectory was
then generated using a planned foot trajectory via IK. They also described several
real time bipedal walking controllers such as damping controllers, ZMP controllers
and landing controllers.
However, the walking pattern generation approaches are not sufficient for Step
phase of vehicle-mounting. They have limitations that foot displacement between
each step should be moderate. They also do not consider energy efficiencies and
obstacle collisions. Vehicle-mounting however requires solving many issues such as
end-effector planning, collision avoidance and whole body balancing. As such, simple
cyclic gaits can-not propose a good solution. Furthermore, they also can not provide
any solution for tasks of upper body motion such as grasping.
[36] generated a stair climbing trajectory based on footsteps which were planned
on real time. The trajectory ensured collision-freedom of the footsteps in an obstacles-
filled environment. Based on a height map of the ground, they searched a possible
trace of goal-directed footsteps. They used an A* algorithm with a set of possi-
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ble footstep motions [37]. In an experimentation with HRP-2, they demonstrated
successful stair approaching and climbing with an assistance of GPU vision system.
Nonetheless, their foot placement design has a weakness. It considers only colli-
sions between the foot and the ground. They did not consider collisions between other
parts of the robot and obstacles. However, Step motion of vehicle-mounting should
deal with many collisions which can be caused by the utility vehicle. Furthermore,
getting inside an utility vehicle often requires stepping on a floor which height often
ranges between 30 and 40 cm. The approach with limitations of foot step height
can-not be applied to such a motion of extreme range.
Recently, a broad range of optimization techniques has been applied for a hu-
manoid motion planning. In early studies, many researchers mainly focused on the
kinematic structure of humanoids. They tried to minimize error between planned
trajectories and humanoid’s limited movements [38],[39]. Later, dynamic constraints
like joint velocity or torque limits also have been included to meet humanoid physical
limits. [40] recorded many instances of a particular motion, extracting the “principle”
motion(s) that best represented the set. They then applied a bi-level optimization
approach, minimizing the kinematic jerk of hands and joints, as well as the temporal
change of joint torque.
[42] used an augmented Lagrange-multiplier method to limit motions with joint
and torque constraints. Based on mocap trajectories, they formulated the motion-
retargeting optimization problem. The problem was transformed to minimization
of optimization problem with constraints using a Lagrange-multiplier. To solve the
unconstrained optimization problem, a Gauss-Newton method was used. Time deriva-
tives of kinematic and dynamic cost functions were calculated by forward and back-
ward recursion ways. The optimized trajectory was found by finding traces of config-
uration which has the minimum cost using a gradient descent update rule.
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In other studies, they used a pre-calculated motions from path-planning algo-
rithms and applied optimization techniques to satisfy those same physical limits [41].
Displacement between center of mass and convex hull of supporting foot were con-
sidered for criteria of balancing. Unlike [42], joint torque was minimized instead of
kinematic differences. In other words, natural motion was not an emphasis. [42]
and [41] passively received an initial planned trajectory from mocap or path-planning
algorithms. They can-not design and plan an initial path. They also did not take
account of obstacle avoidance in the optimization process.
[43] addressed a hierarchical framework for planning and simulating dynamic mo-
tions in cluttered environments. They demonstrated car ingress motions using a
humanoid model in a simulation toolkit. Using collected data from mocap, they an-
alyzed motion patterns of humans when they were entering a car. CoM trajectory
was then designed based on stability of the movement. Trajectories for end-effector
were also produced using path-planning algorithm (RRT). The generated trajectory
enabled the humanoid model to enter the car without any collisions while balancing.
The approach however has a limitation that the humanoid should be very safe as soon
as its butt touches the seat. As such, the humanoid could ingress only vehicles which
have a set in a low height (even much lower than knee position). Utility vehicles
however often have seats which are higher than the hip position of humanoids.
[44] showed that HRP-2 model could successfully enter a ground utility vehicle
in a dynamic simulation environment. They built an unified optimization formula-
tion which consists of guide path-planner, multi-contact search, physics IK solver and
multi contact motion controller. The formulation made a humanoid motion which
contacts multiple supports and arrives to goals while balancing and avoiding a col-
lision. Following a guide line trajectory from a path-planner, a multi-contact search
algorithm found contact points. The points enabled the humanoid to prevent its
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foot from floating in the air during locomotion. Then, physics-constrained IK solver
made a posture of the humanoid which is limited by given constraints. It determined
whether the generated posture meets sub-goal contact locations. Last, multi-contact
motion controller generated a final humanoid motion. The controller interpolated
the sequence of contact point changes and posture transitions. A linear-quadratic
optimization program solved the quadratic cost function under multiple constraints.
Constraints include whole body dynamic equation of humanoids, non-sliding contact
condition, torque limits, contact forces and collision avoidance. The contact points
however included some positions which can be reached by only hands and fingers of
humanoids. Humanoid balancing was dependent on such contacts in many postures.
As they also mentioned in [44], real humanoid’s fingers can-not often make enough
gripping power for safe contact or holding.
Most of optimization techniques above adopted Lagrange multiplier or linear
quadratic methods to minimize errors or cost values. They re-express the uncon-
strained optimization problems by non-linear least square (NLLS) model to include
all defined constraints. They then converted the NLLS model to linear model by
linearization techniques like Gauss-Newton method. The optimization techniques
generated a final trajectory from the linear model by gradient descent updates. This
process generates a trajectory which is the closest to the best solution under the
defined constraints. The problem however is that such optimization minimizes an
error which is the sum of costs from all the different constraints. Therefore other can-
didate solutions (trajectories) could exist for different static and dynamic features.
The errors or costs in those candidates might be slightly bigger than the one for the
optimal solution. However, the optimization techniques provide only the single best
trajectory under the given constraints.
Unlike the common motion generation techniques above, there also have been sev-
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eral interesting researches which try to generate a natural motion for humanoids. [45]
presented a framework which extracts the relevant features of a given task and can
generalize the acquired knowledge. In experiments, a human teacher demonstrated
simple manipulatory tasks such as placement of chess to a humanoid. Using principal
component analysis (PCA), a relevance was estimated and the resulted signals were
encoded as a mixture of Gaussian/Bernoulli distributions. This correlation measure-
ment was used for a metric of the imitation performance. Final trajectories are then
produced using Gaussian mixture regression. Metric of imitation was limited mainly
on kinematic features of demonstrated motions. As such, many dynamic constraints
such as balancing or torque limits were not considered in the solutions. Furthermore,
the proposed framework was built for best mimicry of the demonstrated motion by a
human teacher. It could not design an autonomous locomotion trajectory of robots
in obstacles filled environments.
Another class of humanoid motion planning methods tries to generate life-like mo-
tions by accounting for human posture constraints. [46] presented an unified frame-
work for whole body motion control, addressing multiple hierarchical constraints and
contacts simultaneously. The framework ensures that task-dynamic-behavior can be
obtained by projecting an humanoid operational space formulation into the task space.
Also, constraints are not violated by projecting a given motion into the null space of
constraints. This powerful method however requires torque control which is often not
available in many humanoids due to safety designs and costs.
[47] also introduced a method for re-targeting human-captured motion data into
robot motions. They optimized spatio-temporal correspondence (STC) of distributed
actuators. This method tries to produce an optimal set of temporal and spatial shift.
It however does not consider energy consumption as a cost. It also can-not design
and plan an initial path.
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3. Critical Gap
The works which mentioned above have advanced state-of-the-art in planning and
optimizing humanoid’s whole body motions such as walking or stair climbing. Some
of them even made it possible for humanoids to climb vehicles in a simulated envi-
ronment. The techniques however can manage only a limited set of constraints. The
probabilistic-sampling based approaches guarantee collision-free and quasi-static bal-
ance in generated paths. However, these algorithms do not consider dynamic factors
such as joint torques or energy efficiencies. Motion-capture can produce very natural-
looking motions. However, the captured human motions are not optimized for energy
efficiency, collision-free or quasi-static balance. Researches on biped-walking-pattern
generation take account of humanoid whole body balancing and foot-switching. They
however have limitations that foot displacement between each step should be mod-
erate. They also do not consider energy efficiencies and obstacle collisions. As such,
previous works often can-not solve the problem that has various time-variant kine-
matic and dynamic constrains.
The author came up with a question on the previous works that,
• Can the methods be readily used for generating every required motions in the
‘Vehicle-Mounting’ task?
The task consists of various phases including Step, Interface and Step down. Each
phase requires different motions and desired performance factors. A solution which
can be adapted to different requirement of each phase in the given task should exist.
Also the solution should fit all kinematic and dynamic constrains of each phase.
Previous methods however can-not generate such solution.
There should be an unified framework which can generate optimized motions for
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all the defined constraints in the each phase of the task. The framework should design
motions adaptively to the corresponding performance factors of each phase.
The author’s final goal is enabling real full-sized humanoids to ingress and egress a
ground vehicle. To achieve this, the author built a trajectory optimization framework
using a reinforcement-learning-agent. The framework chooses an optimal sequence of
motion states from choices with respect to given constraints using machine learning
algorithm. Keeping overall structure, selecting proper 1) learning algorithm and 2)
cost functions enables the framework to produce the most optimized motion for each
phase.
In case of Step phase, a humanoid robot should get on and off a utility vehicle.
Most of utility vehicle is designed for human body. Its floor is usually narrow and
ground clearance is higher than 30 cm. To mount successfully, humanoid should make
continuous foot contacts while being free from collisions. Balancing also should be
guaranteed for safe movement. Last, temporal and spatial smoothness also should be
kept in generated trajectories considering the robot’s kinematic and dynamic limits.
In the optimization framework, the constrains such as whole body balancing, collision-
free, temporal and spatial smoothness are measured and their values are integrated
as cost functions.
For Interface phase, an importance of balancing was weighted less than Step phase
since a robot is safely settled. Instead, reach-ability on various control devices were
mainly focused for optimizing motions in the phase. Both hands of a humanoid
should reach a steering wheel without colliding other parts of the vehicle. Each foot
also should reach a gas or a brake pedal safely. Energy efficiency was also considered
as a constraint for longer battery-life. Utility vehicle is often built for human body and
their driving habit. Therefore, observed motion pattern of human drivers can provide
another constraint for designing natural motions. In the optimization framework, the
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constraints such as reach-ability, energy efficiency and naturalness are defined as cost
functions.
As such, the optimization framework plans and optimizes the humanoid’s motion
under the defined cost functions in each phase of the given task. The net result is that
humanoid motions become designed as it should be optimized adaptively to multiple
time-variant kinematic and dynamical constraints of each different phase.
The author’s research interest lies on applications of the produced vehicle-mounting
motions for real tasks. Therefore, the built framework was tested-and-evaluated (TE
process) through the various platforms which include OpenHubo (simulation model)
[48] and full-sized humanoids, Hubo+ [16]1. After the TE process, the method was
also verified-and-validated (VV process) with a final prototype, DRC-Hubo (Drexel’s
contestant robot platform in DRC Trials 2013).
Subsequent chapters are organized as follows:
Chapter 4: Reinforcement Learning based Trajectory Optimization Framework - de-
scribes why reinforcement learning algorithm is chosen for the optimization agent and
demonstrates how the agent is integrated in the trajectory optimization framework.
Chapter 5: Framework Building for Step Phase - presents building processes of the
optimization framework for Step phase in vehicle-mounting task.
Chapter 6: Test and Evaluation - shows test-and-evaluation process of the optimiza-
tion framework with various platforms such as OpenHubo and Hubo+. Technical
issues found from the test process are also presented and design requirements for new
Hubo+ model are demonstrated.
Chapter 7: Verification and Validation - shows verification-and-validation process
with a final prototype, called DRC-Hubo.
1Specifically the Hubo+ humanoid (released in 2010) was used. Hubo+ is the generation following
the 2007 KHR-4 Hubo. The generic term “Hubo” is used to refer to the humanoid used in this
dissertation.
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Chapter 8: Interface Phase - presents how the optimization framework is applied to
Interface phase
Chapter 9: Conclusion - summarizes the presented work and concludes with future
directions.
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4. Reinforcement Learning based Trajectory-Optimization Framework
In this chapter, the author describes why reinforcement learning algorithm is cho-
sen for the trajectory-optimization agent. Also, it is demonstrated how the humanoid
motion optimization framework is built with the learning algorithm.
4.1 Quasi Static Motion
Enabling a humanoid to ingress or egress an utility vehicle is not trivial. There are
unknown dynamic factors for vehicles, such as, suspension level, seats rigidity or tire
air pressure. Such factors are difficult to model accurately. Also, each tire, seats and
shock absorber for the vehicle may be different. As such, planning dynamic motion is
not often realistic in designing of vehicle-mounting motion. Motion planning should
be updated quasi-statically to be stable enough to offset such unknown factors.
It is critical for the static motion to have the humanoid’s discrete configurations
which satisfy static constraints on pre-determined time frames. Each selected time
frame can be determined by its performance importance, such as foot switching or
CoM changes. With discrete time steps, key frames can be generated based on out-
put frames using path planning algorithms (Sampling method, RRT) [21],[22],[23] or
mocap system [25],[26],[27].
Search-based sampling methods like RRT can generate a path in the humanoid’s
high DoF configuration space. Also, they can guarantee collision avoidance and
quasi-static balance. However, these algorithms do not consider factors like torque
and energy-efficiency. Furthermore, these algorithms rarely yield robot motions that
mimic human ones. It is also difficult to check the robot’s static balance, especially
when foot-switching during walking.
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Mocap can be used to produce human-like motions but such movements are rarely
optimized for energy-efficiencies. The optimal motions for a person and a robot often
differ; the multitude of muscles in the human body often invoke different sets of joints.
Probabilistic sampling techniques above also can not take such energy optimization
into account. Using only pre-recorded human motions is another limitation. Factors
like collision and quasi-static balance are not considered in mocap approaches.
The net result is that key frames using any path planning method should be
optimized with respect to all constraints.
4.2 Reinforcement Learning Agent
This dissertation presents an approach for optimizing humanoid whole-body mo-
tions for vehicle-mounting task. To achieve the goal, the author built a trajectory-
optimization framework. The optimizing process in the framework follows this se-
quence: 1) guideline key frame trajectories are designed initially using a selected
path planner; 2) key frames are then modified to meet multiple required static con-
straints; 3) a humanoid’s smooth joint angle trajectories are generated as a final
output. The presented framework has a limited number of states (i.e. key frames)
over discrete time steps. The states should be optimized with given constraints. In
this study, reinforcement (machine) learning is applied to the states to meet multiple
time varying constraints. A reinforcement learning agent can interact with feedback
values from cost functions and grade states efficiently in discrete time steps [49],[50].
For the learning algorithm, a temporal difference method, Q-learning is used [51].
The trajectory used in the framework has a finite set of states (key frames). A
transition between one state and any of the states in the next time step is defined as
a possible action for the state. As such, there are finite sets of actions in a learning
agent. In sum, states exist in discrete time steps and the decision maker can choose
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any action that is available in each state. It satisfies requirements of the Markov
Decision Process (MDPs). Specifically, Q-learning algorithm can be used to find an
optimal action-selection policy for the MDPs [52].
Equation 4.1 shows how Q values in the agent are updated.
Q(st, at)← Q(st, at) + αt(st, at)∗ (4.1)
[Pt+1 + γ arg min
at+1
Q(st+1, at+1)−Q(st, at)]
At every learning time t, there are multiple states st and a set of actions, at for
each state. α is the learning rate and P is the penalty value. γ is a discount factor
for the minimum future Q value.
Time Step 
1 
Time Step 
2 
Time Step 
3 
Input Set 1 (s11t,a1t) = 1 (s12t,a1t) = 3 (s13t,a1t) = 3 
Input Set 1 (s11t,a2t) = 2 (s12t,a2t) = 0 (s13t,a2t) = 1 
Input Set 2 (s21t,a1t) = 2 (s22t,a1t) = 6 (s23t,a1t) = 3 
Input Set 2 (s21t,a2t) = 1 (s22t,a2t) = 1 (s23t,a2t) = 2 
Learning Time = 0, 
Graded Whole Bins 
Time Step 
1 
Time Step 
2 
Time Step 
3 
Input Set 1 (s11t,a1t) = 1 (s12t,a1t) = 3 (s13t,a1t) = 3 
Input Set 1 (s11t,a2t) = 3 (s12t,a2t) = 0 (s13t,a2t) = 1 
Input Set 2 (s21t,a1t) = 2 (s22t,a1t) = 6 (s23t,a1t) = 3 
Input Set 2 (s21t,a2t) = 2 (s22t,a2t) = 1 (s23t,a2t) = 2 
Learning Time = 1 
Graded Bins in1st Column 
Time Step 
1 
Time Step 
2 
Time Step 
3 
Input Set 1 (s11t,a1t) = 1 (s12t,a1t) = 4 (s13t,a1t) = 3 
Input Set 1 (s11t,a2t) = 3 (s12t,a2t) = 2 (s13t,a2t) = 1 
Input Set 2 (s21t,a1t) = 2 (s22t,a1t) = 7 (s23t,a1t) = 3 
Input Set 2 (s21t,a2t) = 2 (s22t,a2t) = 4 (s23t,a2t) = 2 
Learning Time = 2 
Graded Bins in 2nd Column 
Time Step 
1 
Time Step 
2 
Time Step 
3 
Input Set 1 (s11t,a1t) = 1 (s12t,a1t) = 4 (s13t,a1t) = 3 
Input Set 1 (s11t,a2t) = 3 (s12t,a2t) = 2 (s13t,a2t) = 1 
Input Set 2 (s21t,a1t) = 2 (s22t,a1t) = 7 (s23t,a1t) = 3 
Input Set 2 (s21t,a2t) = 2 (s22t,a2t) = 4 (s23t,a2t) = 2 
Learning Time = 3 
Graded Bins in 3rd Column 
Figure 4.1: Example of State-Action Value Updates with Q learning Algorithm
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Figure 4.1 demonstrates a simple example of state-action value table (Q table)
updates with Q-learning algorithm. In the example, there are two input trajectories
and they have 3 time steps. Each input trajectory generates individual states over
discrete time steps. Also an action is defined as one of any transitions between states
in consecutive time steps. In this example, there are 2 states at each time frame and
each state has 2 actions. Therefore, 4 sets of state-and-action pairs are generated
in each time step. To simplify calculations, a learning rate α and a discount factor
γ are set to 1. Originally, the bins are set to 0 for all Q values. Therefore, at
learning time 0, the Q values of each bin are updated with just penalty values of each
corresponding state and action. At learning time 1, the Q value of each bin in column
1 is updated with Equation 4.1 (see Figure 4.1 top-right table). Minimum future Q
value is calculated from bins in consecutive time step (column 2). This process was
repeated until the last column of the Q table. The final table of learning time 3 is
shown in Figure 4.1 bottom-right table. After learning time 3, the bin which has
the minimum Q value among the bins in column 1 were marked. To mark column
2, the bin which has the minimum Q value was selected among the candidate bins.
Candidate bins are those which can get transitions from the marked state in column
1. This searching and marking process is iterated until the last column of the Q
table. The final output trajectory is thus the optimal sequence of state-action pairs
generated by collecting marked states (S11-S12-S23). Since this output trajectory is
generated by just two iterations, it may not be the globally optimal one. Therefore,
several iterations are needed to make Q values converge enough. More details with
application of reinforcement learning algorithm for key frame trajectory-optimization
are in Section 4.3.
Trajectory-optimization with reinforcement learning agent conveyed advantages
over other trajectory-optimization techniques. Many optimization techniques often
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adopt Lagrange multiplier method [41] or linear quadratic control [44] to minimize
cost values and to meet multiple constraints. They re-express the unconstrained opti-
mization problems by non-linear least square (NLLS) forms to include all the defined
constraints. After linearizing the NLLS model, the optimization techniques generated
a final trajectory by numerical updates. This process generates a trajectory which
is the closest to the best solution under the all defined constraints. The limitation
however is that such optimization minimizes an error which is the sum of costs from
all the different constraints. Therefore, other candidate trajectories could exist for
different kinematic and dynamic characteristics. The errors in these candidates may
be slightly bigger than the one for the most optimal solution. However, the opti-
mization provides only the single best trajectory under the given constraints. By
contrast, reinforcement learning agent searches over many possible state-action pairs
at each time step. Furthermore, reinforcement learning records every cost value in
the state-action value table under given constraints. As such, cost values of all the
bins in the state-action value table can then be re-used at any time. Such re-use
permits multiple solution trajectories that have below-threshold costs to be simply
produced as needed. For example, in Figure 4.1, if the cost threshold is set to 3, one
more solution trajectory can be found additionally (S21-S12-S23).
Algorithm 1 summarizes Q learning process. Episode is one iteration of grading
the state-action value table over execution times.
4.3 Reinforcement Learning Agent based Trajectory-Optimization Frame-
work
Figure 4.2 demonstrates a built-up structure of trajectory-optimization framework
with the reinforcement learning agent. In this framework, guideline hip and end-
effector trajectories are initially designed by the path planner module. Paths can be
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Initialize Q(s, a) arbitrary;
for each episode;
Initialize s;
for each step of episode do
;
Choose a from s using policy derived from Q;
Take action a, observe r, s′;
Q(s, a) ← Q(s, a) + α(P + γmaxa′Q(s′, a′)−Q(s, a));
s ← s′;
until s is terminal;
end
end
Algorithm 1: Q Learning Process
produced by many different ways, such as, random planning algorithms or motion
capture extraction. Selection of the specific planning methods can be determined
based on the features of the given task. With pre-determined frequency, discrete
frames are extracted from the initial trajectories. The discrete frames then generate
guideline key frame trajectories (both for hip and end-effectors).
As needed, the guideline trajectories can be post-processed. There are kinematic
differences between the human skeleton and humanoid’s mechanical structure. As
such, guideline trajectory can-not simply mimic the human’s raw trajectory. The
guideline trajectory should be post-processed to compensate for the differences. Other
processing also can be applied adaptively to the guideline trajectory according to the
specific requirements of the task.
After post-processing, both guideline hip and end-effector trajectories search their
neighboring points within limited bounds per time step. Sets of neighboring points
are built by combining each searched point from hip and end-effectors at each time
step. They become states in the corresponding time step in the Q value table. All
sets in same time step become states in the same column in the table. This process
is iterated until the last column of the table. The last column means the last time
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Figure 4.2: Trajectory-Optimization Framework based on Reinforcement-Learning
Agent
step of the guideline trajectories. In this way, the guideline hip and the end-effector
trajectories can be assigned to a reinforcement learning agent with neighboring points
of input hip and contact positions as input states. At each state, possible actions are
also defined as transitions between the state and any of the states in the next time
step. Last, the states and actions are combined to fill every bin of the Q value table.
The generated Q value table is graded by the reinforcement learning algorithm.
Like the path planner module, a specific learning algorithm can be chosen among
various candidate techniques based on the given task’s characteristics. For example,
if the task requires the future state’s effect on a current state, Q learning algorithm
should be selected. By the contrast, if the task regard only past and current state as
most important factors in learning process, Monte Carlo is a better candidate. In this
study, a temporal-difference method, Q-learning is used for the learning algorithm.
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The trajectory used in the framework satisfies requirements of the MDPs and Q-
learning can find an optimal action-selection policy for the MDPs.
To grade each bin in the Q value table, various cost-measure functions are con-
sidered in the optimization framework. The cost values are largely divided into two
different groups. The first group of the cost values is measured in a robot body level.
The cost functions in this category calculate a robot’s static balancing ability and col-
lision avoidance. Validity of the end-effector movement is also checked in this level.
The next group of cost values is measured at a robot joint level. The cost functions in
this category check temporal and spatial smoothness of humanoid motion. For this,
bins in the Q value table pass an IK process and joint angle values are calculated.
Various costs such as joint angle and velocity limits are computed from these joint
angle values. Energy efficiencies such as torque limit obedience is also checked at the
joint level.
After several iterations of updating all the bins in the Q value table, a search for
the minimum cost value for state-and-action pairs is conducted at each time step. The
selected pairs became new key frames of the humanoid vehicle-mounting motion. The
key frames are then integrated to generate a smooth consecutive motion. Different
weights on each cost value can generate different output trajectories in the learning
agent. Therefore, weighting factors on each cost-measure function are determined
based on the relative importance of each cost.
The trajectory-optimization framework has several adjustable components. Path
planner, cost-measure function modules, post-processing and the reinforcement learn-
ing algorithm are examples. Those components can adaptively fit requirements of a
given task while keeping the overall structure of the optimization framework. The
net effect is that the trajectory-optimization framework can adaptively generate an
output trajectory that has minimum penalty values for all defined constraints.
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More details with reinforcement learning based trajectory-optimization framework
are in Chapter 5.
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5. Framework Building for Step Phase
This chapter presents building processes of the optimization framework for Step
phase in vehicle-mounting task. Motion Capture System was implemented to gener-
ate a humanoid initial-suboptimal-motion (trajectory). Reinforcement learning was
then used to optimize the trajectories with respect to various kinematic and dynamic
constraints. The cost functions in the robot body level calculated a static balancing,
collisions and validity of the end-effector movement. Quasi-static balancing and col-
lisions were computed from kinematic models of the Hubo+ and the ground vehicle
model (golf cart in this study). At the robot joint level, various penalties such as joint
angle and velocity limits were computed. Those physical limits of each joint ensured
both spatial and temporal smoothness of the generated trajectories. Energy con-
sumption such as torque limit obedience was also checked in the joint level. Energy
cost was approximated as joint torque, measured from a dynamic model of Hubo+.
This work is supported by Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) and
published in [55], [56], [57].
5.1 System Overview
Figure 5.1 illustrates the reinforcement learning based trajectory-optimization
framework for vehicle-mounting, especially, Step phase. In the framework, initial
hip and end-effector trajectories were planned by the path planner module. The
module generated those initial trajectories from a recorded human-motion in mocap.
More details with the capture system and how human movements were recorded are
demonstrated in Section 5.2. Discrete frames were extracted from the initial trajecto-
ries with previously determined frequency. The frames generated guideline key frame
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Figure 5.1: Trajectory-Optimization Framework based on Q Learning Agent
trajectories for hip and end effectors.
When needed, the guideline trajectories are post-processed. There are significant
kinematic differences between the humanoid’s mechanical body structure and the hu-
man skeleton. As such, guideline trajectories can not simply imitate the human’s raw
trajectory. The guideline trajectory should be modified to account for the differences.
More details with post-processing of guideline trajectory are presented in Section 5.2.
After post-processing, both guideline hip and end-effector trajectories searched
their neighboring points (within limited bounds) at each time step. Sets of neighbors
were built by combining each searched point from hip and end-effectors per time step.
Those sets became states in the corresponding time step in the Q value table. All
sets in same time step become states in the same column in the Q value table. This
process was iterated until the last column of the table. The last column means the
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last time step of the guideline trajectories. In this way, the guideline hip and the
end-effector trajectories could be assigned to a reinforcement learning agent as input
states with neighboring points of input hip and end-effector (contact) positions.
For studies, a 100 ms time step was used for discretizing human motion capture.
Figure 5.2 shows the Q value table at learning time t in this case. Hip and feet
position points, R1 and R2 respectively, were considered from guideline trajectories.
This resulted in N× 100 ms to finish the guideline trajectory and R1 × R2(Left) ×
R2(Right) × N different states in the Q value table. In this study, to decrease the
size of the Q value table, only foot movements were used for end-effector trajectories.
Decreasing the table size reduced computation time for the optimization process.
Humanoid fingers often lack gripping power and the dexterity which are necessary to
grasp complex shaped objects in a vehicle [44]. The problem of finger gripping was
also simplified by removing hand-contacts in this analysis,
  Time step 1   Time step 2  .   .    .    .    .
  
  Time step N
Input
Trajectory 1
  Q(s11t, a1t)
  Q(s11t, a2t)
           .
           .
  Q(s11t, aRt)
  Q(s12t, a1t)
  Q(s12t, a2t)
           .
           .
  Q(s12t, aRt)
  
  .   .    .    .    .
  Q(s1Nt, a1t)
  Q(s1Nt, a2t)
           .
           . 
  Q(s1Nt, aRt)
Input
Trajectory 2
  Q(s21t, a1t)
  Q(s21t, a2t)
           .
           .
  Q(s21t, aRt)
 .
      .
            .
                 .        
                        .
  Q(s2Nt, a1t)
  Q(s2Nt, a2t)
           .
           .
  Q(s2Nt, aRt)
           .
           .
           .
           .    
      .
                .   
           .
           .
             
Input
Trajectory R
  Q(sR1t, a1t)
  Q(sR1t, a2t)
           .
           .
  Q(sR1t, aRt)
  .    .    .     .     .   .    .    .    .    .
  Q(sRNt, a1t)
  Q(sRNt, a2t)
           .
           .
  Q(sRNt, aRt)
Figure 5.2: Q Value Table at Learning Time t
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Figure 5.3: A State at Time Step i which consist of 3 Neighboring Points
Figure 5.3 illustrates the state-building process from three candidate points. The
candidates are hip and feet positions from one time step of guideline key frame tra-
jectories. To build a set, each point is extracted from neighboring points of their
respective candidate points. The hip’s state is defined by its position (3-DoFs). In
contrast, the state of each foot has both position (3-DoFs) and rotation (1-DoF) to
account for leg rotation of the yaw axis. These sets of extracted neighbors became
input states for the reinforcement learning agent. In other words, one set of guideline
hip and end-effector trajectories generated multiple input state trajectories for the
learning agent. This process made the Q value table have states which each has dif-
ferent humanoid configuration. For this study, the hip is constrained from rotating.
As a result, Hubo’s torso has a fixed heading orientation.
In the table of Figure 5.2, state smnt is a set of hip and feet positions from the
time step n of the mth set of neighboring points. The first point is hip position and
others are foot (contact) positions of one input trajectory at time step n. The Q value
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table also shows that each state has its own set of actions, at. When the current state
is smnt, a possible action for the state is defined as a transition between state smnt
and any of the states in next time step n + 1. For example, if the present learning
time is t, then the current state is sm1t which is a set of hip and contact positions
at time step 1 corresponding to mth input trajectory. If ajt is selected as an action
for the current state, the next state becomes sj2t+1, which is a set of hip and foot
positions at time step 2 of the jth input trajectory. The generated state-action value
table was graded by the Q learning algorithm.
Using Equation 4.1, Q(sm1t, ajt) is updated based on its previous value and the
predicted future Q value based on Equation 5.1:
arg min
at+1
Q(sj2t+1, at+1) (5.1)
At the next learning time t + 1, a set of state sj2t+1 and selected action at re-
peats the whole process. After updates in the last time step, the learning process is
redirected to the states in the first column of the Q table. The process was iterated
until the values of whole bins in the Q table reached their previously determined
convergence level.
5.1.1 Cost Function Modules
To grade a value of each bin in the Q value table, various cost functions were
considered in the framework. The cost values were largely divided into two different
groups. The first group of the costs was measured in a robot body level. The cost
functions in this category calculated a static balancing ability and collision avoidance.
Validity of the end-effector movement was also checked in this level. More details of
the cost functions in the robot body level are given in Section 5.3. The next group of
cost values was measured at the robot joint level. The cost functions in this category
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checked temporal and spatial smoothness of the generated trajectory. For this, bins
in the Q value table passed an inverse kinematics (IK) process and joint angle values
were calculated first. Various costs such as joint angle, velocity and torque limits
were computed from these joint angle values. Section 5.4 describes more details of
the cost function modules at the joint level.
5.1.2 Output Trajectory Generation
After several iterations of updating all the bins in the Q value table, a search for
the state-and-action pairs which has the minimum penalty value was executed per
time step. The selected pairs became new key frames of the vehicle-mounting Step
motion. The key frames were then integrated to generate a smooth motion. For this,
joint velocity and acceleration limits of Hubo+ are used.
Different weights on each cost function can generate different output trajectories in
the reinforcement learning agent. Therefore, weighting factors on each cost function
were determined based on the relative importance of each cost.
5.1.3 Adaptive Components
The trajectory-optimization framework has several adjustable components. Path
planner, post processing, cost function modules and the reinforcement learning algo-
rithm are examples. Those components can adaptively fit requirements of a given
task while keeping the overall structure of the framework. Specific algorithms can be
chosen among various candidate techniques based on the task’s characteristics. The
net effect is that the trajectory-optimization framework can adaptively generate an
output trajectory that has minimum penalty values for defined constraints.
In a previous study [59], the author presented an approach to generate and op-
timize a humanoid’s object-reaching motions. For cost values, only joint level cost
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functions were considered in the learning agent. Compared to the work which just
focused on only the upper-body’s reaching motion, the extended framework in this
section satisfies whole body constraints such as quasi static balancing and collision-
free trajectories. While keeping overall structure of the framework, various cost func-
tions in the robot body level are added. As a result, the framework can optimize the
humanoid whole body motion which is necessary for Step phase of vehicle-mounting
task.
5.2 Path Planner
5.2.1 Motion Capture System
Figure 5.4: Optitrack Motion Capture System
Initial hip and end-effector (feet) trajectories were produced by the path planner
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module in the trajectory-optimization framework. A ground vehicle is designed for
the human body. As such, its structure is often optimized for the human driver’s
mounting [31]. Therefore, the human’s natural motion can provide a good guideline
for humanoid trajectory generation.
Figure 5.5: Markers for Recording Ingress (Left) and Rigid Bodies for Hip and Each
Foot (Right)
To record the mounting motion, the author used mocap. Figure 5.4 shows the
system which consists of 18 Optitrack FLEX:V100R2 cameras. The system can cap-
ture a 12× 10 square foot area at a maximum sampling frequency of 100 Hz. Figure
5.5 shows markers which were attached on the human body (Left) and the marker’s
rigid bodies (Right).
The movements were recorded at a 100ms sampling time. Figure 5.6 demonstrates
the captured human body model and its selected rigid bodies (hip and feet) during
Step phase of ingress.
With the previously determined frequency (10 Hz), discrete frames were extracted
from the recorded movement. As such, guideline key frame trajectories were initially
designed as suboptimal inputs of the framework. Specifications of a processing device
which implemented the path-planning stage in this study and its computation policies
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Figure 5.6: Recorded Human Body during Step Phase of Ingress (Top) and Rigid
Bodies of the Captured Motion (Bottom)
are demonstrated in Chapter A.
5.2.2 Post Processing
After the capture, a post-processing stage was implemented for kinematic mapping
between the captured rigid bodies and humanoid. A Hubo+ model is used in this
study. This model has 38-DoF in the body. Additionally, both hands have 1-DoF in
each of the five fingers. Figure 5.7 shows Hubo+’s all defined links and joints.
The process compensated for kinematic differences between the human body and
the Hubo+’s mechanical body structure. To achieve the goal, a calibration stage
which a person stands on the ground with an upright posture was conducted in the
capture area. A set of relative position values between the captured rigid bodies was
calculated first. The values were then compared with the corresponding kinematic
values of the Hubo+. Differences between those two sets were used for computing off-
set values between the human body and the Hubo+. The offsets edited the guideline
end-effectors (foot) trajectory for the entire time step.
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Figure 5.7: Links and Joints of Hubo2+
When a human skeleton has coordinates like below,
hip(x, y, z, yaw) = (px1, py1, pz1, ry1) (5.2)
Left Foot(x, y, z, yaw) = (px2, py2, pz2, ry2)
Right Foot(x, y, z, yaw) = (px3, py3, pz3, ry3)
1) Human’s left and right foot coordinates were transformed to hip coordinate.
x1 = cos(−ry1) ∗ px1− sin(−ry1) ∗ pz1
y1 = py1, z1 = sin(−ry1) ∗ px1 + cos(−ry1) ∗ pz1, head1 = ry1− ry1
x2 = cos(−ry1) ∗ px2− sin(−ry1) ∗ pz2
y2 = py2, z2 = sin(−ry1) ∗ px2 + cos(−ry1) ∗ pz2, head2 = ry2− ry1
x3 = cos(−ry1) ∗ px3− sin(−ry1) ∗ pz3
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y3 = py3, z3 = sin(−ry1) ∗ px3 + cos(−ry1) ∗ pz3, head3 = ry3− ry1
tempz1 = z1, z1 = y1, y1 = tempz1
tempz2 = z2, z2 = y2, y2 = tempz2
tempz3 = z3, z3 = y3, y3 = tempz3
hip coordx1 = x1− x1 = 0, hip coordy1 = y1− y1 = 0
hip coordz1 = z1− z1 = 0
hip coordx2 = x2− x1, hip coordy2 = y2− y1
hip coordz2 = z2− z1
hip coordx3 = x3− x1, hip coordy3 = y3− y1
hip coordz3 = z3− z1
2) Then, kinematic offset values were calculated at upright posture capture.
inc1 = −1 ∗ hip coordx2, inc2 = −1 ∗ hip coordx3
inc3 = (−1 ∗ (hip coordy2 + hip coordy3))/2
inc4 = inc3
inc5 = hip coordz3 − hip coordz2, inc6 = 0
newinc1 = inc1/cos(ry2), newinc2 = inc2/cos(ry3)
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Figure 5.8: Human Skeleton and Hubo Coordinates
newinc3 = inc3/cos(ry2), newinc4 = inc4/cos(ry3)
3) Last, Hubo’s coordinates (hip, left and right foot) were computed (when width
between feet = 172.0, height between hip and ankle = 555).
finalx1 = hip coordx1, f inaly1 = hip coordy1, f inalz1 = hip coordz1
intx2 = cos(−head2) ∗ hip coordx2 − sin(−head2) ∗ hip coordy2
inty2 = sin(−head2) ∗ hip coordx2 + cos(−head2) ∗ hip coordy2
intz2 = hip coordinatez2
int2x2 = intx2 + newinc1, int2y2 = inty2 + newinc3 + (−172.0/2.0)
int2z2 = intz2 + inc5
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newinc5 = −555− int2z2 (measured at upright posture)
int2z2 = int2z2 + newinc5
finalx2 = cos(head2) ∗ int2x2 − sin(head2) ∗ int2y2
finaly2 = sin(head2) ∗ int2x2 + cos(head2) ∗ int2y2
finalz2 = int2z2
intx3 = cos(−head3) ∗ hip coordx3 − sin(−head3) ∗ hip coordy3
inty3 = sin(−head3) ∗ hip coordx3 + cos(−head3) ∗ hip coordy3
intz3 = hip coordz3
int2x3 = intx3 + newinc2, int2y3 = inty3 + newinc4 + (+172.0/2.0)
int2z3 = intz3 + inc6
newinc6 = −555− int2z3 (measured at upright posture)
int2z3 = int2z3 + newinc6
finalx3 = cos(head3) ∗ int2x3 − sin(head3) ∗ int2y3
finaly3 = sin(head3) ∗ int2x3 + cos(head3) ∗ int2y3
finalz3 = int2z3
4) After processing, Hubo has coordinates like below,
hip(x, y, z, yaw) = (finalx1, finaly1, finalz1, head1)
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Left Foot(x, y, z, yaw) = (finalx2, finaly2, finalz2, head2)
Right Foot(x, y, z, yaw) = (finalx3, finaly3, finalz3, head3)
The vehicle’s kinematic dimensions, like roof height and seat position, also re-
designed the guideline trajectories. Based on such dimensions, hip and foot position
values were modified from the guideline trajectories. This process made the guideline
trajectories fit the vehicle’s kinematic features more appropriately.
This process increased the probability of finding better hip and foot positions in
the given vehicle. In the trajectory-optimization framework, a collision avoidance
between the humanoid and the vehicle is one of the cost value functions. Therefore,
post-processed guideline trajectories can provide states which have smaller cost values
(less probability of collision) in the Q value table.
Initial position differences between the given vehicle and the Hubo+ also modified
the guideline trajectories. The differences were compared with the human’s motion
data from mocap and changed foot positions in the guideline trajectory. This process
made for the input trajectories get proper step distances for Hubo+ regardless of its
initial position. For this, bounds of relative position between Hubo+ and vehicles
were pre-determined considering kinematic constraints.
Specifications of a processing device which implemented the post-processing stage
in this study and its computation policies are demonstrated in Chapter A
5.3 Penalty Functions at the Body Level
5.3.1 Quasi Static Balancing Ability
Each bin (a set of a state and an action) in the Q value table was checked whether
it can generate a robot’s static balancing posture. For this, the Hubo+’s CoM position
was computed first.
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Figure 5.9: Hubo+’s Calf and Thigh Length in its Body Fixed Frame
Each hip and foot point in the state has its own position (3-Dofs) or rota-
tion (1-Dof) values. Joint angles were calculated from the values using an IK pro-
cess. Equation 5.3 shows how joint angles are computed from one specific state
(hip, foot1(L), foot2(R)) for the Hubo+’s left leg. This analytical IK is built based
on two constraints: 1) the upper body is perpendicular to the ground; 2) the bot-
tom of each foot is parallel with the ground (no rotation in roll or pitch axis). This
equation is continued from Equation 5.2. Figure 5.9 shows the Hubo+’s body fixed
coordinate and two necessary constants (LC = Length Calf, LT = Length Thigh) for
the IK process.
x1 = finalx2, y1 = finaly2 (5.3)
z1 = finalz2, yaw1 = head2
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x = cos(−yaw1)x1 − sin(−yaw1)y1
y = sin(−yaw1)x1 + cos(−yaw1)y1
z = z1, yaw = yaw1, l = x
2 + y2 + z2
LHY = yaw, LHR = atan(y,−z)
LHP = asin(
N
D
), P i = pi
LKP = Pi− acosf((LC
2 + LT 2 − l)
(2LC ∗ LT )
LAP = −LHP − LKP, LAR = −LHR
N = −sin(LKP )LC(−ysin(LHR)+
zcos(LHR)) + x(cos(LKP )LC + LT )
D = −x2 − (ysin(LHR)− zcos(LHR))∗
(ysin(LHR)− zcos(LHR))
Since ground vehicles often have high floors and ground clearances, hip pitch joints
of humanoids can require a bigger value than pi/2. However, it results in singularity
problems in IK process above and computes wrong values for hip and ankle pitch
joints. To solve the problem, a foot position was estimated using two possible sets of
joint angles after IK process. Then, the estimated foot position was compared with
mocap recorded data. Equation 5.4 shows the process. By selecting the foot position
which is closer to the mocap data, correct values were calculated for hip and ankle
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pitch joints.
EstimatedFoot = −LT ∗ cos(LHR) ∗ cos(LHP ) (5.4)
+LC ∗ cos(LHR) ∗ sin(LHP ) ∗ sin(LKP )
−LC ∗ cos(LHR) ∗ cos(LHP ) ∗ cos(LKP )
EstimatedDiff = abs(EstimatedFoot − finalz2)
EstimatedFoot2 = −LT ∗ cos(LHR) ∗ cos(−Pi− LHP )
+LC ∗ cos(LHR) ∗ sin(−Pi− LHP ) ∗ sin(LKP )
−LC ∗ cos(LHR) ∗ cos(−Pi− LHP ) ∗ cos(LKP )
EstimatedDiff2 = abs(EstimatedFoot2 − finalz2)
if EstimatedDiff2 < EstimatedDiff
LHP = −Pi− LHP, LAP = −1 ∗ (Pi/2− ((−LHP − Pi/2) + (Pi− LKP )))
For each link, its coordinate was computed based on the joint angles and the
supporting foot’s position. The supporting foot is the one which is in contact with
the ground. After the forward kinematics (FK) process, the Hubo+’s CoM position
was calculated. Equation 5.5 shows how the CoM position can be computed when a
robot consists of n rigid bodies (links). Each body has mass mi and coordinate ri.
M is total mass of the robot. As mentioned in Section 5.1, only foot movements were
used end-effector trajectories in this study. Therefore, joint angles of the upper body
did not change. The net result is that the whole upper body was treated as a single
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rigid body for the CoM calculation.
The CoM position was then compared with a support polygon to check whether
the corresponding state satisfies a static balance criterion. To achieve static stability,
the CoM must lie in the polygon. Therefore, the bin which has a state that does
not meet the criterion was assigned a penalty cost. Equation 5.6 demonstrates the
process with the supporting polygon f(x, y). In a single support phase (SSP), f(x, y)
is a contact surface of one supporting foot. In a double support phase (DSP), f(x, y)
is a convex hull of both feet on the horizontal surface.
CoM =
∑n
i=1mi ∗ ri
M
(5.5)
min(f(x, y)) <= (CoMx, CoMy) <= max(f(x, y)) (5.6)
5.3.2 Self and External Collision Checks
A collision checking process was also integrated in the trajectory-optimization
framework as a cost function module. For each bin in the Q value table, internal and
external collisions were measured. Each link’s position which was calculated from
the FK process (see Section 5.3.1) was used again for this computation. For simple
collision detection, a bounding volume method is adopted in this study. When two
bounding volumes do not intersect, then the contained objects (links in this study)
cannot collide into each other. As can be seen in Figure 5.10, bounded spheres were
serialized in the Hubo+ model and the vehicle model. For the vehicle, golf cart (Club
Car DS IQ 2008) is used. To check external collisions, Euclidean distances between
two sampled spheres (each from the Hubo+ and from the vehicle) was computed
for every possible pair. If the distance is bigger than the sum of radii, the pair
was assumed to be a collision free one. Internal (self) collision detection was also
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implemented in the same manner between the bounded spheres of Hubo+. The bin
which has a state that does not meet the collision criterion was assigned a penalty
cost.
Figure 5.10: Bounding Spheres in Hubo2+ and Golf Cart for Collision Checks
5.3.3 End-Effector Movement Checks
To produce valid states, the planner also should ensure that a state change does
not violate contact constraints. Any chosen action must not cause movements of the
supporting foot. On the physical robot, such constraint is due to contact friction.
Any attempted movement of a supporting foot could cause the foot to break contact
prematurely. Therefore, the bin in the Q table which has the supporting foot move-
ment was assigned a penalty cost. For the moving leg, a Euclidean distance between
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Figure 5.11: Validity of End-Effector Movements Checks
the state (in the bin) and a future contact position (tentative or final) was used as
the penalty cost. This penalty accelerated foot movement of the moving leg and
convergence to the goal position. This future contact position was determined from
the initial contact trajectory (feet) which was captured from mocap in Section 5.2.
Figure 5.11 demonstrates one example of non-valid foot movement of a supporting
leg which is contact with the ground. They include both translational or rotational
movements.
5.4 Penalty Functions at the Joint Level
5.4.1 Energy Consumption and Torque Limit
To predict energy consumption of each bin in the Q value table, it is necessary to
calculate every joint torque values of Hubo+. To relate the joint torques and joint
angles, ProPac [53], a Mathematica package, was used. ProPac supports the assembly
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of simulation models for various mechanical systems such as vehicle, boat, aircraft,
or robot. In this study, ProPac formed the full nonlinear model equations in explicit
form for Hubo+.
To build the Hubo+ model, all necessary data for individual joints and links were
collected using Open Inventor, a CAD toolkit. Mass of links, CoM or moment of
inertia are examples of the data collected. Then, a system interconnection structure
was created from a joint hierarchy of the Hubo+. Figure 5.7 demonstrates all links
and joints for Hubo+. The ProPac model requires one fixed ground link (reference
frame) for a modeling process. Therefore, a separate model which has the left or
right foot as the grounded body was made in this study. The model was then chosen
depending on the supporting leg of the bin.
After building the Propac model, Poincare’ equations of motion were generated.
Equation 5.7 shows the dynamic equations for the Hubo+ model. q is the generalized
coordinate vector of a joint angle and p is a quasi velocity of a joint.
M(q)p˙+ C(q, p)p+ F (q) = Bp (5.7)
where
C(q, p) = −[∂M(q)p
∂q
V (q)] +
1
2
[
∂M(q)p
∂q
V (q)]T
+[
∑
m
j=1pjXj
T ]V −T
F (q) = V T (q)
∂u(q)
∂qT
, Bp = V
T (q)B
u(q) is the potential energy function and M is a spatial inertia matrix. Bp denotes
the generalized forces represented in the p-coordinate frames and B denotes the gen-
eralized forces in the velocity of q coordinate frame. In combination with Equation
5.8 which is the kinematic equations of each joint and link, these equations provide a
closed set of equations.
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q˙ = V (q)p (5.8)
ProPac calculated all components of the Poincare’ equation. Additionally, each
bin has all previously known values for the joint angle, velocity and acceleration from
the given trajectories. Therefore, Bp which is a set of generalized motor forces can
be calculated for all joints in the Hubo+. The net result is that torque for each joint
can be computed using this inverse dynamics method under given trajectories with
the forward kinematic model.
After getting all joint torque values from the selected bins in the Q value table,
they were compared with joint torque limits. In this study, a continuous torque limit
of the harmonic driver (output of joint) was used for each joint’s torque limit. Then,
the bin which has an action that exceeds the limits got a penalty cost. This prevented
the generated motion from requiring too much torque or high current. Figure 5.12
shows joint torque limits of Hubo+.
Figure 5.12: Hubo+ Joint Torque Limits
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5.4.2 Temporal and Spatial Smoothness
Any bins in the Q value table which have an action that exceeds smoothness limits
also received a penalty cost. A joint angle, velocity and torque’s temporal changes are
examples of such limits. The weighted sum of these costs ensured that the final output
motion meet the physical and dynamical limits of the robot. Penalizing actions which
exceed the joint angle and velocity limits ensured temporal smoothness. Limiting the
rate of torque change ensured spatial smoothness. Figure 5.13 shows joint angle limits
of Hubo+.
Figure 5.13: Hubo+ Joint Kinematic Limits: (a) Joint Hierarchy [54] (b) Joint Angle
Limits
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5.5 Output Trajectory Generation
In this study, the Q value table has a limited number of states. Furthermore, the
bins in the last column of the table have the previously known states. Therefore,
the bins in the table can be graded inversely from the last column to the first one.
This inverse-grading accelerated the grading time of the Q value table. Since all bins
in the last column do not have future states, their Q values are determined only
by the current cost values. Therefore, every bin in the preceding time step has an
invariant minimum future Q value regardless of number of updates. In other words,
future reward factors can not diverge the Q values. Cost values of each bin are also
invariant over the updates. The net result is that only one iteration of update is
required for the Q value table to get the optimized trajectory. This acceleration
of convergences was possible since the all bins in the last column of the table has
previously known states and actions.
After grading all the bins in the Q value table, a search for bins with minimum
penalty values was conducted at each time step (see Figure 4.1). The selected bins
were treated as new optimized key frames. They were then integrated to generate
the smooth trajectory. For this, the velocity and acceleration limits of Hubo+’s hip
link were used. Lastly, after the IK process, these integrated key frames become
the joint angle trajectory. Specifications of a processing device which implemented
the optimization stage in this study and its computation policies are demonstrated
in Chapter A. The chapter also presents how the optimized joint trajectory was
processed in the main computer of Hubo+ platform.
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6. Test and Evaluation
This chapter shows test-and-evaluation process of the optimization framework
with various platforms such as OpenHubo and Hubo+. Technical issues found from
the test process are also presented and design requirements for new Hubo+ model
are demonstrated. This work is supported by Defense Advanced Research Project
Agency (DARPA) and published in [55], [56], [57].
6.1 Experimentation Result
The Q value table was finalized after all bins were graded. Grading was performed
according to Equation 4.1 and cost function P for body and joint levels (Section 5.3
and Section 5.4) respectively. Such grading ensured that all the different desired
motion features were accounted for. α and γ were set to 0.5 to balance the learning
agent between dependency on recent feedback and future rewards.
Different weights on each cost function can generate different output trajectories in
the learning agent. Collision avoidance and torque limit are critical to the humanoid’s
safety during its whole body motion. Therefore, those cost values were assigned the
highest weights. The next important factors were to consider quasi-static balancing
and the validity of the end-effector pose. Temporal and spatial smoothness were
assigned the least weights. The net result is that weighting factors on each cost
function were determined based on the relative importance of each constraints.
The optimized trajectory was tested and evaluated using a virtual Hubo+ model
in a simulation environment, which is called, OpenHubo. OpenHubo is an Open-
RAVE [58] based simulation tool, developed by Drexel University. It provides motion
planning and control of the Hubo+ model in a virtual environment [48].
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For the vehicle to be mounted, Club Car DS IQ (2008) is used. The electric
powered golf cart has a size of 87.6cm× 97.8cm. To model the vehicle in OpenHubo,
the KinFu module in the Point Clouds Library (PCL) is used [61]. The module
stitched multiple views from our depth cameras together and created a high-resolution
surface model of the test vehicle. KinFu is an opensource version of the original Kinect
Fusion algorithm [62].
Figure 6.1: Vehicle 1: Club Car DS IQ (2008) and KinFu Model
6.1.1 Guideline MoCap Trajectory
Figure 6.2 shows the Hubo+’s kinematic movement with the guideline trajectory
from mocap (before the optimization process). It is generated for initial part of Step
phase. During the record in the capture system, the human was asked to step on the
floor of the given vehicle (golf cart in this experimentation).
With the raw trajectory, the CoM position often drifts outside the support polygon
as shown in Figure 6.3.
Also, in many cases, the Hubo+ does not maintain its joint limits (Figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.2: Guideline MoCap Trajectory
Figure 6.3: Comparison between the CoM Position and the Support Polygon
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Figure 6.4: Joint Angle Limit Obedience due to Non Natural Posture
Such kinematic-constraint-obedient postures can result in high torque and unnatural
movement.
6.1.2 The Optimized Trajectory
Figure 6.5 demonstrates the Hubo+’s ingress (Step phase) with the optimized
trajectory (from the learning agent).
Figure 6.6 shows the Hubo+’s ingress from different (canonical) camera views.
Unlike the mocap trajectory (see Figure 6.3), the Hubo+’s CoM position lies in the
support polygon with the optimized trajectory. Figure 6.7 demonstrates the Hubo+’s
stable static balancing.
Hubo+ often obeyed the joint limits with the mocap trajectory. In Figure 6.4,
the Hubo+ rotated its hip roll joint more than the joint kinematic limit. It resulted
in an unnatural posture which requires high torque and current. However, with the
optimized trajectory, the Hubo+ changed the hip position and the foot rotation to
meet the joint limits. In Figure 6.8, the Hubo+ turned the right foot to meet the hip
joint limits while keeping its static balance.
Using the optimization framework and mocap, other vehicle-mounting motions
were also generated. Figure 6.9 shows Hubo+ sitting in the passenger-side of the golf
cart and moving itself to the driver-side. As a result, Hubo+ completed the entire
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Figure 6.5: The Optimized Ingress Trajectory
Figure 6.6: The Optimized Ingress Trajectory from Various View Points
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Figure 6.7: Comparison between the CoM Position and the Support Polygon
Figure 6.8: Heading Direction(Yaw) Change of Left Foot in Optimized Motion
Figure 6.9: Optimized Trajectory for Sit Down Motion
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Step phase of ingress.
Figure 6.10: Optimized Trajectory for Egress Motion
Figure 6.10 demonstrates the Hubo+’s Step down phase of egress after driving
and arrival to the goal.
6.2 Technical Issues and New Design Requirements
Experimental testing-and-evaluation confirmed the efficacy of the trajectory-optimization
approach. Figure 6.11 demonstrates the Hubo+’s Step during its first half phase. Ex-
periments raised a few challenges like self collisions and over-heat issues. Figure 6.12
shows the addressed problems.
Due to the heavy weights of each leg, a wrench effect was applied to the Hubo+. It
worsen the rigidity of each link pose and caused the unexpected self collisions in some
joints such as hip and ankle. Adjustment of the joint angle limit may prevent the
connected link from colliding with other parts. However, to climb the vehicle floor,
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Figure 6.11: Verification Stage of Optimized Trajectory for Ingress Motion [10]
Figure 6.12: Practical Issues from Testing-and-Evaluation Process: Self Collision
(Left) and Over-Heat (Right)
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Figure 6.13: Technical Design Requirement
further decreases of the joint angle limit are not easy considering the short length of
Hubo+’s legs.
High Torques in some joints also generated over-heat issues in the main power
management board of Hubo+. The applied torques in each joint met the given
threshold (both continuous and stall) of the used hardware like harmonic drivers or
BLDC motors. However, high currents in the power control board accumulated heats.
In a result, they generated burnouts of the board. It often happened during the last
half phase of the Step which requires Hubo+ to have the knee-bent pose for a long
time. This unnatural pose is also mainly resulted by the short length of Hubo+’s
legs.
To solve these problems, technical design requirements (TDR) are addressed for
the new Hubo+ model. Figure 6.13 describes the requirements such as increases of
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Figure 6.14: DRC-Hubo Design
joint angle limits, torque limits and length of legs. Figure 6.14 illustrates the new de-
sign of Hubo+ which is called DRC-Hubo. Following sections will focus on addressing
these challenges and further demonstrate the effectiveness of the optimization frame-
work for vehicle-mounting.
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7. Verification and Validation
This chapter shows verification-and-validation process with a final prototype,
called DRC-Hubo. Experimental testing-and-evaluation using Hubo+ in Chapter
6 raised a few challenges like self collisions and over-heating. The issues were mainly
resulted by the Hubo+’s short leg and small joint torques. To solve these problems,
technical design requirements were addressed for the new Hubo+ model. The re-
quirements include changes of the limb lengths and the motor torques. Figure 7.1
shows DRC-Hubo which is newly designed based on the requirements. This section
focuses on planning and optimizing vehicle-mounting motions for DRC-Hubo. The
trajectory-optimization framework first produced and tested the optimized motions
for a virtual model of DRC-Hubo in a simulated environment. The effectiveness
of the framework for vehicle-mounting is verified and validated in experiments with
the physical platform of DRC-Hubo. This work is supported by Defense Advanced
Research Project Agency (DARPA) and published in [55], [56], [57].
Figure 7.1: DRC-Hubo
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7.1 Trajectory-Optimization Framework Modification
Keeping overall structure of the trajectory-optimization framework in Chapter 5,
cost value function modules are modified to fit new kinematic and dynamic features
of DRC-Hubo.
Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 show DRC-Hubo’s all links and joints and its body fixed
coordinate which are needed for the CoM computation. This model has 32-DoF in
the body. Unlike the Hubo+ model in Chapter 5, both hands of DRC-Hubo have
only 1-DoF. 3 fingers are rotated by only one actuator.
Figure 7.2: Links and Joints of DRC-Hubo
First, cost functions in the robot body level are changed to account for kinematic
characteristics of DRC-Hubo. The cost functions in this category calculates a robot’s
static balancing capability, collision freedom and validity of end-effector movement.
Each bin (a set of a state and an action) in the Q value table was checked whether
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Figure 7.3: DRC-Hubo’s Body Fixed Coordinate
it generates a robot’s static balancing posture. For this, the DRC-Hubo’s center-of-
mass (CoM) position was computed first. Each hip and foot point in the state of Q
value table has its own position and rotation values. Joint angles were computed from
those values using an IK process. The analytical IK is built based on the DRC-Hubo’s
local coordinate. Figure 7.4 demonstrates the coordinate of DRC-Hubo.
For each link, its local coordinate position was calculated based on the joint angles
and the supporting foot’s position. After FK process, the DRC-Hubo’s CoM position
was computed.
For simple computation of collision detection, a bounding volume method is
adopted in this study. Figure 7.5 demonstrates bounded spheres which were seri-
alized in the DRC-Hubo model and the ground vehicle model.
Cost functions at the robot joint level are also modified to account for new dynamic
features of DRC-Hubo. Energy efficiencies such as torque limit obedience was checked
at the joint level. To predict energy consumption of each bin in the Q value table,
it was necessary to calculate torque values of every joint in DRC-Hubo. To relate
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Figure 7.4: DRC-Hubo’s Local Coordinate Change [60]
Figure 7.5: Bounding Spheres in DRC-Hubo and Golf Cart for Collision Checks
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the joint torques and joint angles, ProPac [53], a Mathematica package, was applied
again. Various penalties such as joint angle and velocity limits were also evaluated
in the category. Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 illustrate the DRC-Hubo’s kinematic and
dynamic limits of each joint.
Figure 7.6: DRC-Hubo’s Joint Torque Change [60]
7.2 Experimentation Result 1: Golf Cart
The Q value table was graded according to Equation 4.1 and cost function P in
both body and joint levels. It ensured that all the desired motion features (both
kinematic and dynamic) were accounted for in the optimized trajectory. α and γ
were set to 0.5 to balance the learning agent between dependency on recent feedback
and future rewards. Weighting factors on each cost function were assigned based on
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Figure 7.7: DRC-Hubo’s Joint Hierarchy Change [60]
the relative importance of each corresponding constraint.
The optimized trajectory was tested and evaluated using a virtual DRC-Hubo
model in a simulation environment, OpenHubo. For the first vehicle-mounting test,
Club Car DS IQ (2008) is used again.
7.2.1 Guideline Mocap Trajectory
Figure 7.8 shows the DRC-Hubo’s kinematic movement with the initial planned
trajectory (before the optimization process). It is an initial part of Step phase. The
guideline mocap trajectory which was designed in Section 6.1.1 is used again for this
experimentation.
To keep balancing, humans do not need to locate their CoM in support polygon.
Therefore, the CoM position from the recorded movement often drifts outside the
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Figure 7.8: Guideline Mocap Trajectory
Figure 7.9: Comparison between the CoM Position and the Support Polygon
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support polygon as demonstrated in Figure 7.9.
Figure 7.10: Joint Angle Limit Obedience due to Non Natural Posture
Compared to Hubo+, DRC-Hubo has increased values of joint angle and torque
limits in its lower body. DRC-Hubo however still violates the joint limits with the
initial mocap trajectory in some cases (Figure 7.10). Such postures can result in high
torque and unnatural movement.
7.2.2 Test and Evaluation in Simulated Environment using the Optimized
Trajectory
Figure 7.11 demonstrates the DRC-Hubo’s ingress (Step phase) with the optimized
trajectory (from the trajectory-optimization framework).
Figure 7.12 shows the DRC-Hubo’s ingress from different camera views.
Unlike the initial mocap trajectory (see Figure 7.9), the DRC-Hubo’s CoM po-
sition safely lies in the support polygon with the optimized trajectory. Figure 7.13
demonstrates the DRC-Hubo’s stable static balancing.
Similar to experimental results in Figure 6.8, the DRC-Hubo also changed the
hip position and the foot orientation to meet the joint limits with the optimized
trajectory. In Figure 7.14, the DRC-Hubo turned the right foot to meet the hip joint
limits while keeping a static balancing.
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Figure 7.11: The Optimized Ingress Trajectory
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Figure 7.12: The Optimized Ingress Trajectory from Various View Points
Figure 7.13: Comparison between the CoM Position and the Support Polygon
Figure 7.14: Heading Direction(Yaw) Change of Left Foot in Optimized Motion
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Figure 7.15: Optimized Trajectory for Sit Down Motion
Using the optimization framework and mocap, other various vehicle-mounting
motions were also generated for DRC-Hubo. Figure 7.15 shows DRC-Hubo sitting in
the passenger-seat of the golf cart and moving itself to the driver-seat. As a result,
DRC-Hubo completed the entire Step phase of ingress.
As described in Section 4.3, only foot movements were planned for end-effectors
(contact) trajectories and used for the trajectory-optimization framework. However,
to assist a robot’s balancing from unknown dynamic factors of a given vehicle, hand-
contacts was implemented partially in this study. Desired objects which DRC-Hubo
can grasp and hold in the vehicle were initially determined. DRC-Hubo was forced
to hold onto the parts during its mounting motion. DRC-Hubo’s hip position is de-
termined in the optimized trajectory. Therefore, only local inverse kinematics com-
putation (between the DRC-Hubo’s upper body and desired objects in the vehicle)
was necessary to generate the Hubo’s arm joint angles. Jacobian transpose method
is used to solve the kinematic problem. Equation 7.1 shows the numerical IK process
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Figure 7.16: Sit Down Motion with Different Hand-Contacts
using Jacobian transpose method. J is Jacobian matrix.
x˙Right Arm = JRight Arm ∗ q˙Right Arm (7.1)
x˙Left Arm = JLeft Arm ∗ q˙Left Arm
JA =
JRight Arm 0
0 JLeft Arm

q˙Right Arm
q˙Left Arm
 = JA−1 ∗
x˙Right Arm
x˙Left Arm

Humanoid’s fingers lack gripping power to grasp and hold onto objects in the ve-
hicle [44]. However, the optimized trajectory enabled DRC-Hubo to maintain a static
balancing pose without assistance from hands or fingers. Therefore, high torques were
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not necessary for gripping.
Hand-contacts also produced various upper body motions of DRC-Hubo. With
same lower body motion, DRC-Hubo can generate different upper body motions by
selecting different objects to grasp. Figure 7.16 shows DRC-Hubo sitting and scooting
with different hand-contacts. Unlike the case in Figure 7.15, DRC-Hubo hold the front
pole while it is sitting down on the passenger side of the vehicle.
Figure 7.17: Optimized Trajectory for Egress Motion
Figure 7.17 demonstrates the DRC-Hubo’s Step down phase of egress after driving
and arrival to the goal.
7.2.3 Verification and Validation
Experimental verification and validation confirmed the efficacy of the optimized
trajectory approach. After test-and-evaluation in OpenHubo, the optimized trajec-
tory is verified by the full sized humanoid, DRC-Hubo. Figure 7.18 and Figure 7.19
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demonstrate the DRC-Hubo’s initial part of Step with the optimized trajectory.
Figure 7.18: DRC-Hubo’s Ingress (1st Half Phase)
Joint limits and self collision issues are not detected in this experimentation. In
the Chapter 6, Hubo+ raised a few challenges like self collisions and overheating
during ingress.
Figure 7.20 shows the DRC-Hubo’s remaining parts of Step phase in ingress: sit-
down and moving to the driver’s side.
Figure 7.21 and Figure 7.22 demonstrate the Step down phase of DRC-Hubo’s
egress.
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Figure 7.19: DRC-Hubo’s Ingress (2nd Half Phase)
Figure 7.20: DRC-Hubo’s Sit Down and Scoot
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Figure 7.21: DRC-Hubo’s Egress (1st Half Phase)
Figure 7.22: DRC-Hubo’s Egress (2nd Half Phase)
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7.3 Experimentation Result 2: Polaris
For the next vehicle-mounting test, Polaris Ranger XP 900 (2013) is used. The gas
powered utility ground vehicle has a size of 296cm×152cm×193cm. The vehicle has
4-stroke twin cylinder engine and power steering. To model the vehicle in OpenHubo,
the KinFu module is used again.
Figure 7.23: Polaris Ranger XP 900
Figure 7.23 and Figure 7.24 show the Polaris and its virtual model in the simulated
environment, OpenHubo.
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Figure 7.24: Polaris model in OpenHubo
7.3.1 Test and Evaluation in Simulated Environment using the Optimized
Trajectory
The guideline trajectory is initially designed from the recorded human movement
in mocap. During the record in the capture system, the human was asked to mount a
Polaris vehicle. After optimization, the trajectory was tested using the virtual DRC-
Hubo model in OpenHubo. Figure 7.25 and Figure 7.26 demonstrate the DRC-Hubo’s
Step phase of ingress with the polaris model.
7.3.2 Verification and Validation
After test-and-evaluation in OpenHubo, the optimized trajectory is verified by
DRC-Hubo. Figure 7.27 and Figure 7.28 demonstrate the DRC-Hubo’s Step phase
of ingress with the optimized trajectory.
7.4 Discussion
To test a validity of the proposed trajectory-optimization framework, the authors
built an experimental scenario which follows this sequence: 1) DRC-Hubo lowers the
vertical position of its pelvis initially; 2) DRC-Hubo then moves its pelvis to the right
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Figure 7.25: The Optimized Ingress Trajectory for Polaris (1st Half Phase)
Figure 7.26: The Optimized Ingress Trajectory for Polaris (2nd Half Phase)
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Figure 7.27: DRC-Huo’s Ingress for Polaris (1st Half Phase)
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Figure 7.28: DRC-Hubo’s Ingress for Polaris (2nd Half Phase)
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side by swaying hip. The executed motions are demonstrated in Figure 7.29.
Figure 7.29: Swaying Movement of DRC-Hubo
To design initial mocap trajectories for motions above, the authors used mocap.
The movements were captured at a 100 ms sampling time. Figure 7.30 and Figure
7.31 demonstrate the hip trajectory and the joint angle trajectory (from the recorded
human movement) respectively. The hip trajectory is plotted in the lateral and the
vertical axis. The characteristics of the hip movement are: -150 mm in the vertical
axis and -250 mm in the lateral axis.
Mocap is a direct approach to implement motion planning in complex spaces.
However, a kinematic difference between the human body and the mechanical struc-
ture of humanoids is a significant limitation of using motion captured trajectory. The
mocap movement does not guarantee static balancing of DRC-Hubo and also obeys
angle limits pf some joints. To overcome such limitations, captured motions should
be scaled with desired kinematic and dynamic constraints.
When the constraints (limits) for DRC-Hubo trajectory are given like Equation
7.2,
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Figure 7.30: Hip Trajectory from Recorded Human Movement
Figure 7.31: Joint Angle Trajectory for Right Leg (HY = Hip Yaw, HP = Hip Pitch,
HR = Hip Roll, KP = Knee Pitch, AP = Ankle Pitch, AR = Ankle Roll)
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qt0 = q0, q˙t0 = 0, q¨t0 = 0
qtf = q0, q˙tf = 0, q¨tf = 0
q− <= qt <= q+
q˙− <= q˙t <= q˙+
y− <= y(qt)pelvis <= y+

Constraints (7.2)
the performance error of the recorded human movement is measured by the R2
Norm method. The error was then averaged by sampling time (100 ms in this study).
qtis the joint positions of the DRC-Hubo. q
−, q+, q˙− and q˙+ are chosen according
to Figure 7.6 and 7.7. Bounds for y(qt)pelvis is determined based on the position of
supporting foot and the foot’s width.
The average distance error between the recorded pelvis position and the pelvis
limits is calculated as 2.7228mm. The averaged joint angle error between the recorded
movement and the joint limits is calculated as 4.9982 degree. When 0.5 mm and 0.1
degree are defined as threshold values, the mocap trajectory is not acceptable for the
use in DRC-Hubo.
To compensate the kinematic difference and to consider the dynamic constraints,
the author selected an augmented Lagrange multiplier method first. The most com-
mon method optimizes the humanoid’s motions within joint angle, velocity, acceler-
ation and torque limits [42].
Based on the guideline mocap trajectory, the method formulates the motion re-
targeting problem as follows:
arg min
qt,q˙t,q¨t
tf∫
−t0
(
(qt − qtc)T (qt − qtc) + σ(Pt − Ptc)T (Pt − Ptc)
)
dt (7.3)
subject to Constraints
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where s is a user defined constant. qt
c is the joint positions of the recorded human
in mocap. Pt and Pt
c are the Cartesian positions of the hip and end-effectors of the
humanoid and the human in the local coordinate.
The retargetting optimization problem is transformed into a classical optimization
problem.
arg min
Xt
L(Xt) (7.4)
subject to
H(Xt) = 0
G(Xt) <= 0
with
Xt = [qt, q˙t, q¨t]
T
L(Xt) =
tf∫
−t0
(
(qt − qtc)T (qt − qtc) + σ(Pt − Ptc)T (Pt − Ptc)
)
dt
G(Xt) =

q˙t − q˙+
−q˙t + q˙−
qt − q+
−qt + q−
y(qt)pelvis − y+
−y(qt)pelvis + y−

, H(Xt) =

qt0 − q0
q˙t0
q¨t0
qtf − qf
q˙tf
q¨tf

The problem is then transformed to minimization of optimization problem with
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constraints using a Lagrange multiplier method. To solve the unconstrained opti-
mization problem, a Gauss-Newton method was used. Time derivatives of kinematic
and dynamic cost functions are calculated recursively. The final optimized trajectory
is generated by finding traces of configuration which has the minimum values of op-
timization problem. For the minimization process, a gradient descent update rule is
used.
Figure 7.32: Trajectories after a Lagrange Multiplier Method
The results obtained by the Lagrange multiplier method is presented in Figure
7.32. The averaged distance error between the optimized pelvis position and the
pelvis limits is calculated as 0.216 mm. The averaged joint angle error between the
calculated movement and the joint limits is calculated as 0.0038 degree. Both the
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pelvis and the joint angle errors become decreased dramatically in the optimized
trajectories. They have below-threshold costs. Peak value of knee pitch angle is
suppressed from 85 degree (See the Figure 7.31) to 65 degree which is the maximum
limit.
Figure 7.33: Trajectories after Reinforcement-Learning Optimization
The same input mocap trajectory is used again in the reinforcement-learning agent
based trajectory-optimization framework. Different weights on each penalty value
can generate different output trajectories. Therefore, weighting factors on each cost
function were determined based on the relative importance of each penalty. The
pelvis position and the joint angle limits were weighted most for this analysis.
Figure 7.33 presents the results which are generated from the framework. The
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averaged distance error between the optimized pelvis position and the pelvis limits
is calculated as 0.22 mm. The averaged joint angle error between the calculated
movement and the joint limits is calculated as 0.0875 degree.
Like the Lagrange multiplier method, the pelvis and the joint angle errors become
decreased in the generated trajectories. Both errors have below-threshold costs. Peak
value of the knee pitch angle is also suppressed below its maximum limit. The net
result is that the proposed method can optimize the input raw trajectory under a
given set of various constraints.
Trajectory-optimization with reinforcement-learning also conveyed advantages over
other trajectory-optimization techniques. The augmented Lagrange multiplier or Lin-
ear quadratic method [44] generates a trajectory which is the closest to the best so-
lution under the defined constraints. The problem however is that such optimization
process minimizes an error which is the sum of costs from all different constraints.
Therefore, other candidate solution trajectories could exist with different kinematic
and dynamic features. The errors in these candidates may be slightly bigger than the
one for the optimal trajectory. However, the optimization process provides only the
single best solution under the defined constraints.
By contrast, the reinforcement-learning method searches over many possible state-
action pairs under given constraints at each time step. Furthermore, it records every
cost value in the Q value table. As such, cost values of all the bins in the Q value
table can then be re-used as needed. Such re-use allows multiple solution trajectories
that have below-threshold costs to be simply produced.
Figure 7.34 shows other two candidate solutions from the recorded Q value table.
Both trajectories have below-threshold costs ( pelvis error = 0.5 mm, joint angle error
= 0.1 degree). They however have different dynamic features. The trajectories move
the pelvis position laterally with faster speed (Case 1) or in an earlier time step (Case
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Figure 7.34: Hip Trajectories from Other Candidate Solutions
Figure 7.35: Joint Angle Trajectories from Other Candidate Solutions
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2) compared to the optimal solution (in Figure 7.33). As can be seen in Figure 7.35,
both trajectories have a valid peak value of knee pitch angle (below its maximum
limit).
Figure7.36 demonstrates a state-action value table which is graded by Q learning.
Figure 7.36: State-Action Value Table by Q Learning
The pelvis position and the joint angle limits were weighted most for this analysis.
The costs do not account for temporal transitions between time-consecutive states.
Therefore, effects of future states are minimized in this example. Monte Carlo method
[63] does not include effects of future states on grading for Q value table. Therefore,
the cost values at current time step become most important grading factors. As such,
Monte Carlo method also should provide same performance.
Algorithm 2 presents Monte Carlo learning process. Episode is one iteration of
grading the Q table over execution times. s is a state and a is an action. They are
defined in same manner with Section 4.3. Each state-action pair in the episode was
evaluated with the cost value functions. Its average values, Returns(s,a), were saved
to corresponding bin (Q(s,a)) of the Q table in the learning agent.
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Initialize, for all s ∈ S, a ∈ A(s);
Q(s,a) ← arbitrary;
pi(s) ← arbitrary;
Returns(s,a) ← empty list;
while True do
;
(a) Generate an episode using exploring starts and pi;
(b) For each pair s, a appearing in the episode;
R ← cost value following the first occurrence of s,a;
Append R ro Returns(s,a);
Q(s,a) ← average(Returns(s,a));
(c) For each s in the episode;
pi(s) ← arg minaQ(s, a)
end
Algorithm 2: Monte Carlo Control [63]
Figure7.37 shows a state-action value table which is graded by Monte Carlo
method. The table demonstrates a pattern which is very similar to Q table in
Figure7.36.
Figure 7.37: State-Action Value Table by Monte Carlo Method
From Section 7.2.3, 7.3.2 and 7.4, the author concludes that:
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• The guideline input trajectory is optimized with respect to all the defined con-
straints.
• The optimized trajectory made DRC-Hubo mount the golf cart and the Polaris
successfully.
• The converged state-action value table contains multiple valid vehicle-mounting
trajectories which has different kinematic and dynamic features.
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8. Interface Phase
Interface phase of vehicle-mounting task often requires robots to reach various
controls such as steering wheel, gas or break pedal. Therefore, planning energy-
efficient and collision-free object reaching motion is very important in this phase. In
Section 8.1, the author presents initial efforts for designing object reaching motion
with miniature sized humanoid, MiniHubo. Section 8.2 then demonstrates how the
reinforcement-learning-agent based trajectory-optimization framework is applied to
Interface phase of humanoid vehicle-mounting. This work is supported by Defense
Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) and published in [59].
8.1 Designing Humanoid Object Reaching Motion
This section demonstrates initial efforts for designing humanoid object reaching
motion with the learning-agent based trajectory-optimization framework. A main
structure of the optimization framework (Figure 4.2) is kept and Q learning algorithm
is selected for a learning agent. Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) method was
used to plan an initial suboptimal motion. The motion became a guideline trajectory
for moving locations of end-effector. A reinforcement learning algorithm was then
implemented to optimize the trajectories with respect to the robot’s physical limits,
energy efficiencies, and similarity to a human’s natural motion. With assumption
that humanoid is settled safely inside the vehicle, a robot’s static balancing is not
considered as a constraint in this study. Energy cost was estimated by joint torque
values from a dynamic model, and validated against actual measured torque values
using system identification (SID). With a mocap, human-motions were collected for
a given set of tasks, producing a representative “natural” motion which is another
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cost for optimization. Finally, an experimental evaluation of the presented approach
was demonstrated through simulation using MiniHubo model in OpenRAVE. The
MiniHubo is a scaled-down version of Drexel’s adult-sized Jaemi Hubo, developed as
a prototyping tool [64].
8.1.1 System Overview and Reinforcement Learning Agent
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Figure 8.1: Trajectory Optimization Framework based on Q Learning Algorithm
Figure 8.1 illustrates the reinforcement-learning agent based trajectory-optimization
framework for objects reaching motions. With an assumption that a robot’s static
balancing is guaranteed, temporal and spatial smoothness of movement is mainly
focused in this effort. Effects of future joint configuration on current state were re-
garded as important factors. Therefore, the Q-learning algorithm is used for the
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reinforcement learning agent.
The CBiRRT (Constrained Bidirectional RRT) planner from the Constrained Ma-
nipulation Planning Suite (CoMPS) [65] was used to generate an initial solution tra-
jectory for a given manipulation task, such as grasping an object or reaching a target
position. For that, the author built a model of the MiniHubo, virtual humanoid model
in OpenRAVE. The generated trajectory consists of a set of angles from whole joints
of MiniHubo during movement. This became a guideline trajectory of end-effector.
The planned guideline trajectory was initially divided into a set of joint angles at
every time step. Each set of angles became all different states and represented its end-
effector (contact) position. Since there is assumption that humanoids is settled in seat
of vehicle firmly when driving the vehicle, guideline hip trajectory is not considered
for generation of states. Instead of defining all neighboring points as states at each
time step (As implemented in Section 4.3), the CBiRRT planner generated multiple
guideline solution trajectories for the same task. Points from each planned trajectory
were selected from corresponding time step and only they became states at the time.
By doing so, while reducing dimension of Q value table, enough range of state values
were kept.
In this study, 10 msec intervals were used for time step value. The frequency
values were determined to synchronize the guideline solution (input RRT) trajectory
with human recorded trajectory in mocap. Figure 8.2 presents the Q value table
at learning time t in this case. When there are R input RRT trajectories, and the
necessary time for finishing the input trajectory is N×10 msec, R×N different states
exist in Q value table. Therefore, each state in a row of the Q table is a set of joint
angles at a given time step, corresponding to a particular input trajectory. Since each
input trajectory may take a different amount of time to finish, the duration of each
trajectory had to be equalized. Therefore, the longest input determined the length
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of the Q value table, N . Other, input trajectories were padded with their final state
to fill in the remaining time steps in the Q table
  Time step 1   Time step 2  .   .    .    .    .
  
  Time step N
Input
Trajectory 1
  Q(s11t, a1t)
  Q(s11t, a2t)
           .
           .
  Q(s11t, aRt)
  Q(s12t, a1t)
  Q(s12t, a2t)
           .
           .
  Q(s12t, aRt)
  
  .   .    .    .    .
  Q(s1Nt, a1t)
  Q(s1Nt, a2t)
           .
           . 
  Q(s1Nt, aRt)
Input
Trajectory 2
  Q(s21t, a1t)
  Q(s21t, a2t)
           .
           .
  Q(s21t, aRt)
 .
      .
            .
                 .        
                        .
  Q(s2Nt, a1t)
  Q(s2Nt, a2t)
           .
           .
  Q(s2Nt, aRt)
           .
           .
           .
           .    
      .
                .   
           .
           .
             
Input
Trajectory R
  Q(sR1t, a1t)
  Q(sR1t, a2t)
           .
           .
  Q(sR1t, aRt)
  .    .    .     .     .   .    .    .    .    .
  Q(sRNt, a1t)
  Q(sRNt, a2t)
           .
           .
  Q(sRNt, aRt)
Figure 8.2: Q Value Table at Learning Time t
In the Q table of Figure 8.2, state smnt is a joint angle set from the timestep n of
the mth input trajectory. The Q value table also shows that each state has its own
set of actions, at. When the current state is smnt, a possible action for this state is
defined as a transition between state smnt and any of the states in time step n + 1.
For example, if the present learning time is t, then the current state is sm1t which
is a set of joint angles at time step 1 corresponding to mth input trajectory. If ajt
is chosen as an action for current state, the next state becomes sj2t+1, which is a
set of joint angles at time step 2 of the jth input trajectory. With Q value updating
equation above, Q(sm1t, ajt) can be graded and updated based on the previous value
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of Q(sm1t, ajt) and the predicted minimum future Q value.
At next learning time t+1, a set of state sj2t+1 and selected action at repeats the
whole process. When states in the last column of the Q value table became updated,
the state which should be updated is automatically re-directed to one of the states
which are in the first column of Q table, and the process repeats until convergence is
reached.
To grade Q values at each set of state and action, three different cost values were
defined like below:
First, the sum of each joint torque value in the current state were assigned as a
cost value. Previous studies showed that joint torques can be an effective method of
measuring energy consumption [66]. To calculate torque values, a dynamic model of
MiniHubo was built using ProPac, and the each joint torque in MiniHubo were calcu-
lated. For more accurate prediction of torques over joints, dynamic model were refined
by SID (system identification) using real torque data collected from real MiniHubo.
The differences between planned trajectories and human’s natural motions were
also defined as a cost value. Human motions for various tasks were recorded using
mocap and converted to motions which met kinematic constraints of MiniHubo. After
building a database of recorded trajectories, a trajectory which can reach a desired
goal under a given task was generated using a nearest-neighbor algorithm. Due to
the kinematic differences between the human’s skeleton and MiniHubo’s mechanical
body structure, a direct comparison of joint positions is not always meaningful. The
normalized joint velocities were used instead as a means of comparison. The differ-
ences between normalized velocities for the human motion and a given state formed
another cost value.
Finally, movements which exceeded constraints of joint angles, joint velocity, or
change of joint torque over time were also assigned as cost values. The weighted sum
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of these costs ensured that the final trajectory met the physical limits of the robot.
Penalizing joint angle and joint velocity ensures a temporal smooth trajectory, while
limiting the rate of change of torque ensures spatial smoothness. By choosing suitably
small number of time step, the resulting trajectory is kept collision-free and statically
stable.
Database of Captured Motions
Multiple
 Path Planned
Trajectories
Q Value Table
Torque
Reinforcement Learning Agent
Difference from a Human's Motion
PenaltyPenalty
Checking Physical Limits 
Propac Model of miniHubo
CBiRRT2
States
States Penalty
Limits for  Joint Angle, Velocity 
                 and Torque Change 
Optimized 
Trajectory
Input Output
Figure 8.3: Simplified view of Trajectory-Optimizing Framework
Figure 8.3 demonstrates simplified view of trajectory optimization framework
which highlights all defined cost functions.
By iterating with defined costs, Q values became updated until they converged,
and the learning agent generated a new trajectory which minimizes cost values at each
time step. Since every state in the Q value table came from the RRT input trajectories
which complete the task, states in the last column of Q value table satisfy the goal
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criteria.
Possible state transitions are currently defined only between the current state and
states in the immediate future. It is theoretically possible to move to distant future
states in a single action, since all states are simply a set of joint angles. However,
it is difficult to assure that this action will be collision free and stable due to the
potentially large change in joint angles. The large number of possible states in this
situation also increases computation time and convergence time for the Q table. To
add variety to the states, the author instead generated a large number of guideline
solution trajectories from the RRT algorithm.
By assigning different weights on each cost value, the properties of the output
trajectory could be controlled. For example, a trajectory which focuses on minimizing
torque of joints more than a natural appearance could be found by increasing the
weight of the torque cost values. Since the Q learning algorithm explores all possible
states from the set of input RRT trajectories, the final output trajectory from our
learning agent is globally optimized.
8.1.2 Path Planning using Rapidly-exploring Random Tree
To plan a guideline trajectory which is an input for trajectory-optimizing system,
the Constrained Bidirectional Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (CBiRRT) [24] was
used. This path planning algorithm found a set of joint angles at every time step until
it placed position of end-effector in sample positions of a goal area. This algorithm is
developed by OpenRAVE plugins which is Constrained Manipulation Planning Suite
(CoMPS) [65]. Therefore, a humanoid model also become built in OpenRAVE for this
study. Figure 8.4 shows Drexel’s MiniHubo robot and virtual MiniHubo model which
is modeled in OpenRAVE. Virtual MiniHubo is designed to have same kinematic and
dynamic properties of MiniHubo.
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Figure 8.4: Virtual MiniHubo and MiniHubo
Various kinds of manipulation could be implemented using CoMPS and virtual
MiniHubo, for example, reaching a box and box lifting. In this study, both arms of
virtual MiniHubo were asked to reach each side of box which is located in front of
the robot. Since virtual MiniHubo does not have hands, tips of both lower arms were
assigned as end-effectors. Figure 8.5 shows a motion of virtual MiniHubo along a
generated RRT trajectory.
For this reaching task, multiple RRT trajectories were generated. Each planned
motion made end-effectors of virtual MiniHubo reach each side of box while conserving
task constraints [24]. After collecting multiple planned trajectories, every trajectory
was divided along time coordinate. As explained in Section 8.1.1, each time divided
trajectory became an individual state at corresponding time step and input trajectory
of Q value table.
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Figure 8.5: Reaching a Box using a Trajectory from CoMPS
8.1.3 Prediction of Energy Consumption
To predict energy consumption of each state in Q value table, it was necessary to
calculate every joint torque value for MiniHubo. Since a generated RRT trajectory
was originally expressed as angles of each joint during motion, it was necessary to
relate the joint torques and joint angles explicitly. For that, the author used ProPac
which generates the full nonlinear model equations in explicit form for modeling of
MiniHubo.
To build a MiniHubo model using ProPac, all necessary data for individual joints
and links such as mass, CoM or moment of inertia were collected. For that, Open
Inventor was used. Then, system interconnection structure was created from the joint
structure of MiniHubo. Figure 8.6 demonstrates all defined links and joints for the
upper body of the MiniHubo model. Since only the motion of the upper body from
MiniHubo was considered in this study, 10 links and 9 joints were defined in this
process. The waist of MiniHubo was defined as a reference frame of this modeling.
After building a MiniHubo model, Poincare’ equations of motion for the model
were formed. ProPac calculated all components of Poincare’ equation and every
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Figure 8.6: Defined Links and Joints in MiniHubo Model
joint angle, velocity and acceleration of MiniHubo were previously-known values.
The author therefore could compute Q which is a set of applied generalized motor
forces of each joint in MiniHubo model. Using this method of inverse dynamics,
torque calculation functions were generated for each joint of MiniHubo under a given
trajectory with forward kinematic model of MiniHubo.
Torque calculation functions were refined by System Identification (SID), MAT-
LAB toolkit, to predict more accurate energy consumption of motors. SID is a soft-
ware which constructs mathematical models of various dynamic systems from mea-
sured input-output data. To use this toolkit, the author made MiniHubo implement
a given sample trajectory first. Then, the author constructed a new SID dynamics
model using previous torque prediction functions from ProPac and real torque data
which measured from each joint of MiniHubo. After defining parameters of SID model
which the author want to refine (for example, center of mass), a new torque calculation
model of each joints was built using parameter estimation. For optimized parame-
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ter estimation, Levenberg-Marquardt method was used. This parameter estimation
could optimize parameter values in constructed dynamics model. It made calculated
torque values (from the model) become more similar to torque values measured (from
real motors of MiniHubo).
Figure 8.7 shows calculated torque values of MiniHubo which is before and after
parameter estimation. For this, MiniHubo was asked to rotate its right arms in
counter-clockwise direction. Then, torque value was measured from a motor which
rotate right should pitch joint. The top figure shows real measured torque output data
and predicted torque values (curved line) from constructed dynamics model before
parameter estimation. Bottom figure shows predicted torque values from SID model
after parameter estimation. The model became more similar to measured data after
parameter estimation.
Figure 8.7: System Identification
Using a refined torque prediction model of MiniHubo, energy consumption of each
state in Q-value table was calculated and assigned as cost values after combining with
the weighting factor.
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8.1.4 Estimation of Human’s Motion Pattern
To measure similarity between a human’s natural motion pattern and a state
(to be updated) in Q value table, a trajectory from recorded human motions were
compared with the state. For that, the human’s movements were initially captured in
mocap. Eighteen Optitrack FLEX:V100R2 cameras with Arena software were used
for capturing a human body in the task area. Figure 8.8 shows a MiniHubo and a
human in an experimental setup of mocap.
Figure 8.8: Human and MiniHubo in Motion Capture System
NatNet SDK in Arena software provided rotation data in quaternion format for
skeletal links of the human body. These rotations were then converted to Euler angles,
which can be used for direct assignment of angle values for MiniHubo’s each joint.
Different sequences of Euler rotation (roll, pitch and yaw) could result in different
kinematic poses of links in mechanical structure of MiniHubo. Therefore, at each
link of MiniHubo, the author found a sequence of Euler rotations which can make
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same kinematic pose with rotation using quaternion format. After finding a proper
Euler rotation sequence for each link of MiniHubo, all rotation data of quaternion
format (from a human body) were converted to rotation data of Euler format. This
process made a human trajectory (derived from kinematic structure of human body)
be converted to a MiniHubo trajectory (which can be used for kinematic model of
MiniHubo). Figure 8.9 shows how rotation data of a human body model in Arena
software were converted to joint angles of each link for MiniHubo model.
Figure 8.9: Conversion from Rotation Data of a ARENA Human Model to Joints
Angles of MiniHubo
In this study, the author assumed that upper body of humanoids is usually re-
quired to execute various but repeated motions in the Step phase (and even driving).
Tasks which can be assumed for humanoid robot to execute include:
1. Reaching for an object such as a steering wheel or an ignition key hole.
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2. Moving an object, for example, rotating a steering wheel.
Under the assumption above, motion data in those categories were gathered from a
human body, and database for each task was built. For example, 27 different motions
were captured to build a database of motions for the reaching for an object task.
For each motion, a box (which is substitute of a steering wheel) was located in all
of the different goal positions. Left and Right figures in Figure 8.10 show 27 sample
positions of an object that was located during motion capture. Within a limited area
in which the human does not need to walk, turn their upper body or bend the knees
to reach an object, an object was located in one of 27 sample positions which have
uniform distances with other sample positions.
Figure 8.10: 27 Goal Positions for a Reaching a Box Task
When a given task for MiniHubo is to reach an object (located in one of 27 sample
positions in database), the author could use a saved trajectory in database directly.
However, if a goal space is not same with any sample goal positions in 27 pre-captured
motions, a weighted-nearest-neighborhood algorithm was used for estimating a hu-
man’s trajectory for a given goal space. 4 neighboring sample positions which have
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Figure 8.11: Initial and Last Pose of a Human for One Sample Goal Position of Box
(Left) and for Various Goal Positions (Right)
nearest distances from a given goal position were selected among 27 sample positions
in the database. First, trajectories of motions for selected sample positions were
gathered. Then, the average of gathered trajectories was calculated using different
weighting factors for each trajectory. To give more weights on a trajectory from the
nearest object, the inverse value of Euclidean distance between a given goal object
and the nearest object was used for a weighting factor. Due to dimensional differences
between a human body and MiniHubo, 4 nearest neighborhoods were chosen based
on ratio of body length and the length, width, height, and goal location of the object.
Since the size of an object which MiniHubo should reach for in a given task can
vary, a nearest-neighborhood algorithm was implemented individually for each arm.
This approach generated different goal positions for each arms of MiniHubo and made
it possible for MiniHubo to have trajectories which can reach objects of various sizes.
In case of objects which were out of the boundary for a captured area in Figure 8.10,
additional actions such as turning of waist joint or bending knees were necessarily
implemented.
Figure 8.12 shows a trajectory of MiniHubo which was generated from database
of human’s motion. This shows that people bend both arms at the same time when
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they try to reach a goal object. And it also demonstrates that people can reach each
side of an object using the shortest path.
Figure 8.12: Reaching a Box using a Trajectory from Database of Human’s Motion
At each state in Q value table, velocity value between current state and previous
state was calculated and compared with velocity of trajectory which was estimated
from human’s motion database. Then, differences between two velocity values were
combined with a weighting factor and assigned as a cost value.
Since every state in Q value table in the learning agent is originally generated
from a RRT trajectory for MiniHubo, there was no need to worry about different
kinematic structure and different length of the arm links between the human and
MiniHubo. In this agent, captured trajectory from the human in mocap have just a
role as cost values in Q learning agent.
Final output trajectory from learning agent is a mixture of each optimized state
which is initially from each time step of path planned trajectory for MiniHubo by
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RRT. Since the RRT trajectory was originally calculated for MiniHubo to reach a
desired goal position, the output trajectory from the learning agent which can be any
combination of each state in Q value table can make it possible for MiniHubo to reach
a target object.
In experiments for this research, motions were captured and collected from only
one person who performed the given tasks in mocap, on the assumption that human
subjects share very similar motion patterns under similar mission and goal positions.
8.1.5 Experimental Result
Q values in learning agent were updated until every value in Q value table became
converged. Q values were graded and updated according to Equation 4.1 and P which
is a penalty cost value included both energy efficiencies (Section 8.1.3) and difference
from human’s natural pattern (Section 8.1.4) to mix two different desired features. In
experiments, an iteration of 85500 updates was required to meet this criterion. For
learning rate and discounting factor, 0.5 was assigned for both factors and this made
the learning agent have moderate dependency on recent feedback and future rewards.
Since different weighting factors could be assigned to each cost functions, the author
could get several different kinds of output trajectories from learning agent with a
given set of input RRT trajectories. First, an output trajectory which minimized an
estimated amount of energy consumption for each joint of MiniHubo were designed.
Second, a trajectory which had the highest priority on mimicking human’s natural
motion were made. Last, a trajectory which tries to satisfy both goals above was
produced. Table below shows estimates of energy consumption from each produced
trajectory. Dividing sum of torque values from whole joints of MiniHubo by exe-
cution time of corresponding trajectory, average torque values from each trajectory
were calculated. This table shows that there was almost 10 percent energy reduction
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when a learning agent has the highest priority on minimizing torque.
Highest Learning Factor Average Torque
Mimicking a Human’s Motion 0.260Nm
Minimizing Torques 0.232Nm
Minimizing Torques while
Mimicking a Human’s Motion 0.237Nm
Figure 8.13: When Mimicking a Human’s Motion Had the Highest Priority
Figure 8.13 and Figure 8.14 demonstrate movements of MiniHubo at the first case
and the last case of table above. In Figure 8.13, MiniHubo implements an output
trajectory which was produced when differences from a human’s natural motion had
the highest weighting factor for cost values in Q learning process. Like a motion
captured trajectory in Figure 8.12, MiniHubo starts bending both arms at the same
time (Green Line) and the tip of the arm reached each side of box diagonally with the
shortest path (Red Line). In Figure 8.14, a cost value for energy (torque) consumption
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Figure 8.14: When Minimizing Torques Had the Highest Priority and Mimicking a
Human’s Motion Had the Next Highest Priority
had the highest weighting factor during Q learning stage. Since minimizing energy
consumption was emphasized in generating a trajectory, an output trajectory has a
different pattern compared to a recorded trajectory from mocap. MiniHubo bent each
arms at different time step (Green Line) and did not move lower arms diagonally to
each side of box (Red Line). Rather than moving its arms diagonally like captured
trajectory, MiniHubo tried to reduce the angle of the shoulder roll joints first, then
rotated the shoulder pitch joints just enough to reach the box. This movement re-
sulted in reduction of torque in shoulder roll joints of MiniHubo. Since both arms
were kept close to torso of MiniHubo, there was not much torque consumption for
the shoulder roll joint while lifting arms. In case of trajectory from captured motion,
additional torque was spent in the shoulder roll joint since both arms had non-zero
roll angles from torso of MiniHubo during lifting motion.
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8.2 Trajectory-Optimization for Interface Phase with a Full-Sized Hu-
manoid, DRC-Hubo
During Interface phase of vehicle-mounting task, a robot should put one foot on
a gas (or brake) pedal and grasp a steering wheel with one hand. Another hand also
should hold onto objects, such as poles or seats, to mount stably in the vehicle. This
section presents building processes of the learning-agent based trajectory-optimization
framework for the Interface phase and experimental results with full sized humanoids.
A main structure of the optimization framework (Figure 4.2 and Figure 8.1) is kept
and the Q learning is used for a learning agent. The shortest paths of end-effectors are
used to plan initial suboptimal motions for given manipulation tasks. A reinforcement
learning algorithm was then implemented to optimize the trajectories with respect to
the robot’s physical limits, energy efficiencies, and collision avoidance. Experimental
evaluations of the presented approach was demonstrated through simulation using
DRC-Hubo model in OpenRAVE. The effectiveness of the framework is verified and
validated in experiments with the physical platform of DRC-Hubo and two different
ground vehicles.
8.2.1 System Overview and State Building Process
Figure 8.15 illustrates the reinforcement-learning agent based trajectory-optimization
framework for Interface phase. RRT approaches which were used to build guideline
trajectories in Section 8.1.2 could decrease search space of the learning agent. How-
ever, it took extra time to produce each different input trajectory. To solve the
problem, the shortest path was used to generate an initial solution trajectory for
given manipulation tasks, such as grasping an object or reaching a target position.
This became a guideline trajectory of each end-effector.
For Interface phase of vehicle-mounting, implementation of 3 different tasks were
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Figure 8.15: Interface Phase Trajectory Optimization Framework
conducted: 1) reaching and holding onto an object (right arm); 2) reaching a steering
wheel (left arm); 3) reaching and pushing a gas pedal (left foot).
Figure 8.16 demonstrates an initial configuration of the DRC-Hubo in a ground
vehicle.
When a vehicle origin is defined as in Figure 8.17, dx is a x-axis distance between
the origin and the DRC-Hubo’s right foot (rear side). dy is a y-axis distance between
the origin and the right foot (inner side). dz is a z-axis distance between the origin
and the foot (bottom side). These parameters are determined adaptively to each
vehicle (Club Car DS IQ and Polaris in this study).
Figure 8.18 shows a goal configuration of the DRC-Hubo. In the figure, DRC-
Hubo’s left hand reaches a steering wheel and right hand mounts seats. Left foot also
touches a gas pedal. This goal posture makes DRC-Hubo possible to be prepared for
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Figure 8.16: Initial Posture of DRC-Hubo in a Vehicle
Figure 8.17: Vehicle Origin in a Golf Cart and an Utility Vehicle
Figure 8.18: Final Posture of DRC-Hubo in a Vehicle
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driving a given vehicle.
Figure 8.19: Shortest Path Design
Based on each end-effector position of two configurations (initial and goal), the
shortest path was computed by Euclidean distance algorithm. Figure 8.19 shows an
end-effector (left hand) movement with the shortest path. The path was assigned as
an initial suboptimal motion of DRC-Hubo. The motion became a guideline trajec-
tory for moving locations of the end-effector.
Figure 8.20: External Collision of End-Effector
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However, the simple movement of end-effectors with Euclidean distance does not
consider physical limits of DRC-Hubo and external collisions. Figure 8.20 illustrates
the case which DRC-Hubo’s left hand collides with a steering wheel when it follows
the shortest path.
Figure 8.21: State Building Process of Interface Phase
To prevent the collisions, collision detection is integrated as a cost function module
in the learning agent of the trajectory optimization framework. For that, kinematic
dimensions of the given vehicle are obtained during post-processing stage. The process
collected various information such as position and orientation data of a steering wheel
and control pedals.
After post-processing, both guideline hands and left foot trajectories searched
their neighboring points (within limited bounds) at each time step. Sets of neighbors
were built by combining each searched point from end-effectors per time step. Those
sets became states in the corresponding time step in the Q value table.
Figure 8.21 illustrates the state-building process from three candidate points. The
candidates are left hand, right hand and left foot positions from one time step of guide-
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line key frame trajectories. To build a set, each point is extracted from neighboring
points of their respective candidate points. The state of each hand and foot has posi-
tion (3-DoFs) and rotation (3-DoF) to account for rotation of the roll, pitch and yaw
axis. Figure 8.19 and Figure 8.20 demonstrate that rotation is necessary for aligning
the end-effectors with corresponding manipulators (a steering wheel in the figure).
These sets of extracted neighbors became input states for the reinforcement learn-
ing agent. The generated state-action value table was graded by the Q learning al-
gorithm. More details with the reinforcement learning agent is described in Section
4.3.
8.2.2 Cost Function Modules
To grade a value of each bin in the Q value table, various cost functions were
considered in the framework. The cost functions in a robot body level checked internal
and external collision avoidance. For simple collision detection, a bounding volume
method is adopted in this study (Section 5.3). The cost functions in a joint level
checked temporal and spatial smoothness of the generated trajectory. Various costs
such as joint angle, velocity and torque limits were checked in this category. For this,
bins in the Q value table passed an IK process and joint angle values were calculated
first. Jacobian transpose method is used for arm reaching motions and analytical
method is applied for leg reaching motions. Using Equation 5.3 and position data (in
state), joint configuration is calculated first. Then, rotation data (in state) is added
to the computed joint values. Section 5.4 describes more details of the cost function
modules at the joint level.
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8.3 Experimental Results with Ground Vehicles
8.3.1 Golf Cart
The Q value table was finalized after all bins were graded. The optimized trajec-
tory was tested and evaluated using a virtual DRC-Hubo model in OpenHubo. For
the first Interface test, Club Car DS IQ (2008) is used. Initial sitting position in the
golf cart is defined as: dx = 2cm, dy = −30cm, dz = 0cm.
Figure 8.22: Left Arm Reaching Motion (Golf Cart)
Figure 8.22 demonstrates the DRC-Hubo’s left arm reaching motion. Turning
of vehicles often require several turns of a steering wheel due to gear reduction.
Therefore, continuous steering is difficult while grasping the wheel with fingers. To
solve the kinematic singularity problem, a stick is used for Interface phase.
Figure 8.23 shows the DRC-Hubo’s hand stick in workspace of a steering wheel.
Figure 8.24 shows the DRC-Hubo’s right arm reaching motion and Figure 8.25
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Figure 8.23: DRC-Hubo’s Driving Stick
Figure 8.24: Right Arm Reaching Motion (Golf Cart)
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Figure 8.25: Left Foot Reaching Motion (Golf Cart)
demonstrates the DRC-Hubo’s left foot reaching motion.
Figure 8.26: Specification of a Steering Wheel
Beside the manipulation tasks defined above, steering motion is also optimized.
Based on parameters in Figure 8.26, task-space of a steering wheel is computed. An
initial suboptimal motion is then planned in the space via the Euclidean distance
method. Equation 8.1 shows the task-space building process in the local coordinate
of a steering wheel (w = tilt, r=radius).
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at = 0, c1 = 0, c2 = −r, c3 = 0 (8.1)
x = c1 + (r ∗ sin(at) ∗ sin(w)
y = c2 + (r ∗ cos(at)
z = c3 + (r ∗ sin(at) ∗ cos(w)
Figure 8.27: Driving Motion (Golf Cart)
Figure 8.27 demonstrates the DRC-Hubo’s steering wheel rotating motion after op-
timization process. The steering wheel parameters are defined as: w = 38degree, r =
0.135m.
Experimental verification and validation confirmed the efficacy of the optimized
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trajectory approach. After test-and-evaluation in OpenHubo, the optimized trajec-
tory is verified by the full sized humanoid, DRC-Hubo.
Figure 8.28: DRC-Hubo’s Left Arm Reaching Motion (Golf Cart)
Figure 8.28 and Figure 8.29 demonstrate the DRC-Hubo’s arm reaching motions.
Figure 8.30 shows the DRC-Hubo’s left foot reaching motion.
Figure 8.31 shows the DRC-Hubo’s pedal pushing motion. Pushing is implemented
by turning the left ankle pitch joint. Figure 8.32 shows the DRC-Hubo’s driving
motion.
8.3.2 Utility Ground Vehicle
For the second Interface test, Polaris Ranger XP 900 (2013) is used. Initial
sitting position in the utility vehicle is defined as: dx = 5cm, dy = −12cm, dz = 0cm.
Initial suboptimal motions were planned based on the kinematics of Polaris and the
optimized trajectory was tested and evaluated using a virtual DRC-Hubo model in
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Figure 8.29: DRC-Hubo’s Right Arm Reaching Motion (Golf Cart)
Figure 8.30: DRC-Hubo’s Left Foot Reaching Motion (Golf Cart)
Figure 8.31: DRC-Hubo’s Left Foot Pushing Motion (Golf Cart)
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Figure 8.32: DRC-Hubo’s Driving Motion (Golf Cart)
OpenHubo.
Figure 8.33: Left Arm Reaching Motion (Utility Vehicle)
Figure 8.33 and Figure 8.34 demonstrate the DRC-Hubo’s arm reaching motion
in the utility vehicle. The right arm grasped and held onto a pole to settle firmly in
the vehicle.
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Figure 8.34: Right Arm Reaching Motion (Utility Vehicle)
Figure 8.35: Left Foot Reaching Motion (Utility Vehicle)
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Figure 8.35 demonstrates the DRC-Hubo’s left foot reaching in the vehicle.
Figure 8.36: Driving Motion (Utility Vehicle)
Figure 8.36 demonstrates the DRC-Hubo’s steering wheel rotating motion. The
steering wheel parameters are defined as: w = 57.9degree, r = 0.12m.
After test-and-evaluation in OpenHubo, the optimized trajectory is validated and
verified by the full sized humanoid, DRC-Hubo.
Figure 8.37 and Figure 8.38 demonstrate the DRC-Hubo’s arm reaching motion.
Figure 8.39 shows the DRC-Hubo’s left foot reaching motion.
Figure 8.40 shows the DRC-Hubo’s gas pedal pushing motion. Pushing was simply
implemented by rotating the ankle pitch joint.
Figure 8.41 demonstrates the DRC-Hubo’s steering wheel rotating motion.
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Figure 8.37: DRC-Hubo’s Left Arm Reaching Motion (Utility Vehicle)
Figure 8.38: DRC-Hubo’s Right Arm Reaching Motion (Utility Vehicle)
Figure 8.39: DRC-Hubo’s Left Foot Reaching Motion (Utility Vehicle)
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Figure 8.40: DRC-Hubo’s Left Foot Pushing Motion (Utility Vehicle)
Figure 8.41: DRC-Hubo’s Driving Motion (Utility Vehicle)
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From Section 8.1 and 8.2, the author concludes that:
• The guideline input trajectory is optimized with respect to all the defined con-
straints.
• The optimized trajectory made DRC-Hubo reach and control a steering wheel
and a gas pedal of given vehicles.
• The trajectory-optimization approach for Interface phase is verified and val-
idated successfully through experimental tests using both a golf cart and a
Polaris.
8.4 Extra Efforts: Driving Task
Figure 8.42: Specifications of DRC-Hubo Sensor Head
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The author also put efforts on enabling DRC-Hubo to drive an utility ground
vehicle. Trajectory optimization process in Interface phase produced various vehicle-
handling trajectories such as turning a steering wheel or pushing a pedal. Based on
the generated motions, DRC-Hubo was controlled to drive a given vehicle (Polaris
Ranger XP) via a tele-operation way.
To receive various driving information such as road direction and obstacle position,
a sensor head was built as pictured in Figure 8.42. The relevant sensors are Asus Xtion
Pro Live RGB-D cameras mounted with approximately a 45 degree pitch difference
between them. Stereo color cameras (Point Grey Flea3), a tilting Hokuyo (UTM-
30LX-EW), and an IMU (Microstrain 3DMGX3-45 with GPS) are also part of the
head.
Figure 8.43: Hubo Platforms and Corresponding Sensor Heads
The assembled head was attached to top of the chest body in Hubo. Figure 8.43
demonstrates Hubo platforms and corresponding sensor head prototypes.
The sensor head analyzed road status and detected obstacles on the scene. Stereo
color cameras and a laser ranging device (Hokyuo) sensed a front view of the driving
vehicle and calculated a safe path on the road. Then, it provided the DRC-Hubo
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with desired driving speed and turning angle of the vehicle on real time.
To make accurate turning of the vehicle, it was necessary to rotate a steering
wheel with relevant amounts. To find the relationship, driving data (Figure 8.44)
were gathered through experimentation and the relation equation was built through
a regression method. With the results from the equation and feedback from the sensor
head, a trajectory-optimization framework generated left arm motions.
Vehicle speed was controlled to be stable using IMU feedback of the sensor head.
Based on the acceleration values of IMU, DRC-Hubo changed a pitch joint angle of
its left ankle.
Figure 8.44: Parameters for Vehicle Turning
Figure 8.45 shows a driving course which was designed by Defense Advanced
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Figure 8.45: DRC-Hubo’s Driving Course [67],[68]
Figure 8.46: DRC-Hubo’s Polaris Driving in a Parking Garage
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Research Projects Agency for the DRC Trials 2013. Its total length is 250feet and
width is 40feet. There are 6 barriers and the required driving time limit is 30 minutes
in the challenge.
Replica of the course (half length) was built in an indoor parking garage, Drexel
University and DRC-Hubo’s driving task was experimented. Figure 8.46 demon-
strates the DRC-Hubo’s Polaris driving in the built-up space. During multiple tests,
the DRC-Hubo successfully finished its driving and the duration took 14 minutes in
average.
Current efforts for vehicle driving use manual control of DRC-Hubo with a tele-
operation method. It is still in beginning phase of the research. To be autonomous,
more robust sensing, prompt reactive motion, decision-making and path-planning are
necessary. Future research will focus on development of each module and integrating
them into one unified system.
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9. Conclusion
The dissertation began by underscoring the intellectual merits, commercial val-
ues and broader impacts of vehicle-handling (mounting and driving) by a humanoid.
Towards this goal, this dissertation presented a framework to plan and optimize hu-
manoid motions under a variety of kinematic and dynamic constraints.
A path planner module designed a suboptimal motion as an initial guideline tra-
jectory. With the input trajectory, the reinforcement learning agent generated the
output trajectory which satisfies all the defined time-varying constraints. At the
body level, the CoM position was computed for a robot’s static balance check. In-
ternal and external collisions and validity of the end-effector’s movement were also
checked in this category. At the joint level, temporal and spatial smoothness of the
generated trajectory were computed to account for physical constraints and force lim-
its of robots. ProPac was used to build a robot’s torque model to measure energy
costs of each joint. Weighting factors on each cost function were determined based
on the relative importance of each constraint. The converged Q value table generated
the optimized trajectory that minimizes the cost values at the body and joint level.
The net effect is a flexible framework towards humanoid vehicle-handling.
However, experimental testing of the generated trajectory with the Hubo+ plat-
form raised a few challenges like self collisions and over-heating. To solve those
problems, technical design requirements were addressed for the new Hubo model. A
newly designed humanoid, called DRC-Hubo is then used for validating the trajectory-
optimization approach. Keeping overall structure of the optimization framework, cost
value functions are modified to fit new kinematic and dynamic features of DRC-Hubo.
After the optimization process, experimental test-and-evaluation for the presented
approach is demonstrated through simulation using a virtual DRC-Hubo model in
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OpenRAVE. Verification-and-validation process then confirmed the efficacy of the
optimized trajectory approach using a final prototype, DRC-Hubo. For both test and
verification process, two different vehicles, a golf cart and a utility ground vehicle,
are used. From the experimental tests and analysis, the author found that: 1) the
guideline input trajectory is optimized with respect to all the defined constraints; 2)
the optimized trajectory enabled DRC-Hubo to mount and handle the given vehicles
successfully.
Analytical comparisons with other techniques are also conducted to validate the
proposed framework. The process verified the fact that the optimized trajectory
satisfies all the defined constraints. It is also found that the converged state-action
value table contains multiple valid trajectories which has different kinematic and
dynamic features.
Figure 9.1: DRC-Hubo’s Driving Task in DRC 2013
The reinforcement-learning-agent based trajectory-optimization framework has
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potential for extensions and applications to other humanoids and vehicles. Cur-
rent efforts include the DRC-Hubo driving a Polaris utility vehicle (Figure 9.1). To
achieve the goal, humanoid driving motions were designed through the trajectory-
optimization framework. The dissertation’s approach was applied to the 2013 DARPA
Robotics Challenge. Skills in vehicle-handling also can be applied to other forms of
mounted mobility such as rough-terrain walking, ladder-climbing, door-opening and
valve turning.
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Appendix A. Processing Devices and Computation Time
This chapter presents specifications of processing devices which implemented each
stage of the trajectory-optimization framework. Computation policies of each module
are also demonstrated in this chapter.
In the trajectory-optimization framework, a path planner module initially gen-
erated guideline trajectories with motion capture system or kinematic-planning al-
gorithms (See Section 5.2). For this, an individual processing computer which has
system specifications of 2.5 GHz i-5 processor, 2 GB of memory, DirextX 9 and Win-
dows OS is used. In the processor, the path-planner generated a suboptimal input
motion which consists of hip and end-effector positions through the entire execution
time. Sampling frequency of the input path was ranged between 10 and 100 Hz.
This sampling speed decided number of states in Q value table to be optimized in
the learning agent. This off-line acquired trajectory was saved as a text file format
in database.
The saved trajectory was then transmitted to a main optimization-processing
computer which has system specifications of 4-core 1.8 GHz i-5 processors, 6 GB of
memory and Linux OS. In the processor, the initial guideline trajectory was modified
during the post-processing stage for kinematic mapping between the captured human
motions and Hubo, full body humanoid (See Section 5.2.2). The process compensated
kinematic differences between the human skeleton and the mechanical body structure
of Hubo platform. Pre-determined vehicle dimension and its relative position were
also considered in this processing. They modified the end-effector positions of the
input trajectory. Such kinematic information can be measured based on feedback
from sensor devices of Hubo.
After post-processing, the modified trajectory searched neighboring hip and con-
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tact points per time step (See Section 5.1). Through the state-building process, sets
of three candidate points were extracted from their corresponding neighbors. Each set
became an individual state in the Q value table. The built Q value table interacted
feed-backs from cost function modules in the trajectory-optimization framework and
graded each bin. After several iterations of grading, a search for state-action pairs
which have the minimum penalty costs were conducted per time step. The optimal
sequence of motion states became a new trajectory of vehicle-handling task. The
trajectory was integrated to be smoothed and transformed to joint angle trajectory
using inverse kinematic process. The transformed trajectory became a final output of
the optimization process and enabled Hubo to mount the given vehicle from its initial
position. The optimized trajectory was expressed as sequences of joint angle values
(degree unit) through the entire execution time. It was saved as a text file format.
Computation speed of the optimization process was determined based on the
number of states which were to be optimized. Therefore, neighboring bounds and
its resolution made an effect in computation time of the optimization process. Num-
ber of samples in the guideline trajectory also affected computation time. In the
experimentation for step phase, the whole processing time for both post-processing
and optimization was ranged between 110 and 130 seconds. 800 neighboring samples
were optimized in each time step from the guideline trajectory which has 15 to 17
seconds execution time (with 10 Hz capturing speed). The net result is that it took
about 2 minutes for Hubo to have the optimized vehicle-mounting trajectory after
receiving feedback from sensor devices.
The saved optimized trajectory was transmitted to a body computer (PCM-3370
PC/104) of Hubo platform [69]. The main computer communicates with all of the
motor drivers via 1 Mbps CAN Buses. For CAN communications, PCM 3680 Rev A.1
CAN card is used. In the body computer, joint data of the optimized trajectory was
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initially divided into two different groups (upper-body and lower-body). Two separate
timer-handlers in Window RTX of the body computer processed the each group of
joint data individually. Joints of lower-body and upper-body were implemented via
a 200 Hz timer and a 100 Hz timer respectively.
As described in Section 7.2.2, to assist a robot’s balancing from unknown dynamic
factors of a given vehicle, hand-contacts was implemented partially in Step phase. To
provide arms with more flexibility of joints and reduce their position rigidity, inverse
dynamics (force) control is implemented under joint constraints [70]. The net result
is that the upper-body timer-handler controlled each arm joint with calculated torque
values from the real-time force controller. The lower-body timer-handler moved each
leg joint just along defined joint angle values of the optimized trajectory.

